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Sturditwist suits can take it! . . .
for Sturditwist likes men who are
ton<rli customers.

Men like

Sturditwist because it stands up
under the hardest wear. See this
famous 3 ply twist fabric in a
Sturditwist Suit todav.
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MARKET SQUARE

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

S U N D EEN ’S

a t

The ironer that irons
anything you can w a sh !
With an Ironrite you can—

^

iron any size article, large or small, with
out folding

^

iron pleats, ruffles, tucks, and gathers more
easily than by hand ironing

•fa cut total ironing time by 2/3

Model 85. Closedtop Ironrite.

^

cut work of ironing by 9/10

(Also available: Model 80, open model; Model 88,
cabinette model in mahogany or walnut finish.)

o n ly I r o n r i l e
offers these
two g reat a d v a n t a g e s :
• two completely usable open ends on
roll and ironing shoe!

Iro n r ile

• Do-all ironing points that iron any
where a hand iron will!

LOW DOWN PAYMENT
EASY CREDIT TERMS

S.
95 MARKET STREET
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

D.

S U N D E E N
324 CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER

44 SO. MAIN STREET
ROCHESTER
X

Look at these
“ Look Ahead" Features
The new Double-Seal King-Size Brakes
for safe, dependable, all-weather brak
ing . . . the Automatic Posture Control
that makes any driver more comfortable
and safer . . . a new "Luxury Lounge”
Interior with long-life Fordcraft Fab
rics. Touch a button and the doors
open. Touch a key to the trunk lock
and the counterbalanced lid springs
open . . . no handle to turn, no awkward
lifting. Inside the car, turn your
ignition key and the engine starts.
You can have your choice of three ad
vanced transmissions in your new ’51
Ford . . . the Conventional Drive—the
Overdrive*—and Fordomatic Drive,*
the newest, finest and most flexible of
all automatic transmissions.
*Oi>tional a t e x tra cost,

See it. . . "Test Drive" it at any one of these FORD
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Dealers

Dewhirst Motor Sales

Ogunquit Garage

Perkins Motor Sales

Dover, N. H.

Ogunquit, Maine

York, Maine

Brooks Motor Sales, Ine,

Volpone Motor Co-

Hampton Center Garage, Inc.

Portsmouth, N .H.

Newburyport, Mass.

Dampton, N, H.
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Published monthly by the SHORELINER, Inc., at Portsmouth,
N. H. Editorial circulation and advertising offices at 1 Pleasant
Street, Portsmouth, N. H. Entered as Second Class Matter at the
Post Office, Portsmouth, N. H. Publication, reproduction or
any use without express permission in writing of any text,
manuscript, editorial or photographic content in any manner
is prohibited. All rights reserved. Subscription price, U. S', and
Possessions $2.50 per year. Canadian subscriptions, $3.00 yearly.
Other foreign subscriptions, $3.50 yearly. The SHORELINER
assumes no responsibility for unsolicited photographs, art work,
or manuscripts which are submitted voluntarily. Single maga
zines will not he sent until bulk mailing at end of month unless
accompanied by 10c for postage and handling cost. The
SHORELINER is published in the interests of those living in
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T he R O C K IN G H A M H otel

N EW features and fa c ts . . . new
p o pu larity.. .for that great old
fa v o rite— th e C itie s Service
Football Guide. Here it is, as
newsy and fresh as the 1951
season. R ig h t n o w . . .b e fo r e
they’re all gone . . . come in for
your copy—

'52

free!

PAGES PACKED W ITH

1951 Seasonal Pre-View by Grantland Rice

In The Heart of Historic Portsmouth , New Hampshire
ONE OF PORTSMOUTH’S MOST FAMOUS
LANDMARKS
Dine with us
“A T THE SIGN OF THE LIONS ”

1951 Schedules - College, Pro and Bowl Games
1951 Signals, Formations and Plays - Charts

Visit the beautiful

Langdon

R oom

and

Ship’s Tavern

Private Dining-Rooms Available for Banquets and
Parties of all kinds.
Dining-room facilities for parties of from 6 to 200.
Buffets.
Wedding Breakfasts.
TELEPHONE PORTSMOUTH 2400

Know football better with

these FREE guides.

CITIES’
SERVICE.

Get your Copy Today

CITIES © SERVICE

Under Same Direction Of

J A M E S B A R K E R S M IT H

Wentworth By The Sea
Famous New England
Seashore Resort
P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.

The Flamingo
Aristocrat of
Florida Hotels
MIAMI B E A C H , F L A .

Coleman Oil

Company

NOBLE’S ISLAND
Distributor of CITIES SERVICE Products
In The Shoreline Region

S h o relin e*

Irs

h e re !
Sea Moss Pudding
Dear Sir:
During my vacation at Hampton Beach, my grand
daughter and I walked along the shore early one morning
to gather up some “ Sea Moss.” As we were doing this, many
curious people asked us what we were gathering and why.
They were very much interested and as this is a “ Shoreline
Product” we thought many of your readers might like to
try it.
This is how “ Sea Moss Pudding” is made. After gath
ering the “ Sea Moss,” wash it very thoroughly and spread
it in a warm, dry place. After it is dried, it will keep indef
initely. When you wish to make a pudding, soak about three
clusters of moss in cold water (15 to 20 minutes), remove
from the water and shake well. Then put it in one pint of
cold milk in the top of a double boiler. If water in boiler is
hot, it will cook in about 30 minutes. Strain through fine
strainer into small cups. When cold and ready to serve un
mold and sprinkle with nutmeg. Serve with cream and sugar.
It is very inexpensive to make and really delicious.
Mrs. E. E. Brown
Kingston, N. H.

NEW

the

P H IL C O
tor

’52

* We were very pleased to have this genuine old
shoreline recipe from Mrs. Brown. One of the editor’s fav
orite aunts used to make this dish. She was one of those won
derful cooks who knew many an old fashioned recipe, often
making use of various wild plants, herbs and even common
garden weeds. Aren’t there more shoreline cooks with reci
pes like these? We’d welcome hearing from them!
Rocky Hill Meeting House
Dear Sir:
Please renew my subscription to the SHORELINER
for another year.
I was very much interested in your description of the
old “ Rocky Hill Meeting House” in the July issue. It was of
particular interest to me due to the fact that my father
played a Bull Fiddle during services in the meeting
house. (I do not think that it was the one mentioned in your
description, however.) My grandfather was sexton of the
church for some years and my uncle sang in the choir. I shall
however, have to disagree with Rev. Grimes (who is a par
ticular friend of mine aftd is at the present time recuperating
from an operation at a Boston Hospital). Mr. Grimes par
ticularly stressed the fact that this was a “ meeting house”
without a chimney and the picture shown proves this to be
true. But I have in my possession a picture showing very
distinctly a chimney protruding from the roof, above the
front entrance. I do not know when the picture was taken
but from the dress of the two men shown in front, it must
have been in the early 1800s. The picture shows the building
to be very much in need of paint, and it also shows the old
Parsonage across the way. At the time the picture was
taken the road to Amesbury from Salisbury was only a dirt
road. Hoping the SHORELINER will be as interesting in the
year 1952 as it has been since it first came out, I am
Yours respectfully,
Joseph O. Evans
21 Tyng Street
Newburyport, Mass.

Designed to Receive U.H.F.
and Color Programs
in Black and W hite
It’s the newest in TV—yes, specially
engineered so that it’s adaptable to
receive any newly-proposed U.H.F.
stations or color programs in black
and white. Enjoy 1952 Philco tele
vision now at new low prices!
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* The case of the missing chimney! Perhaps Mr.
Grimes or one of the stewards of the meeting house will en
lighten us before another issue goes to press.
Letters Continued on Page 64
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PRESENTING
The 1951 Football Schedules
of the Shoreline Institutions
U N IV . N E W
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

29
6
13
2(1
27
3
10
17

UN H

H A M PS H IR E
(A )
(A )
<H>
(A )
(H )
(A )
(H )
(A )

Brandeis U niv.
R. I. State
U niv. Maine
S pringfield
Univ. V erm ont
U niv. Conn.
T ufts College
Kent State U.

P O R TSM O U TH HIGH
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

14
21
29
5
12
19
26
3
12
22

Dover
Laconia
W akefield
R ochester
N ew buryport
Concord
St. Joseph’s
Nashua
Man. Central
Dover

* (H )
*(H )
(H )
* (A )
* (A )
* (A )
*(H )
<H)
(A )
(A )

D O VE R
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
N ov.
Nov.
Nov.

N E W B U R Y P O R T HIGH
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

21
28
5
12
20
26
2
10
17
22

Spaulding
Gloucester
Canton
Portsm outh
Methuen
Central Cath.
Concord
Swam pscott
Dover
Am esbury

* (H )
* (H )
* (H )
* (H )
(A )
* (H )
* (H )
(A )
(A )
(H )

S O M E R SW O R TH HIGH
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

14
22
29
6
14
20
27
4
11

Spau’ ding
Franklin
Kennett
Exeter
Man. W est
Hampton
(Open)
St. Joh n ’s
Pinkerton

* (A )
(A )
(H )
(H )
(A )
(H )
<K)
(A )

FR ESH M A N

Oct. 12 Mass. U . Fr.
Oct. 19 Boston U. Fr.
Oct. 26 Bates Fr.
N ov.
3 E xeter Acad.
N ov.
9 Dartm outh Fr.

14
21
30
5
12
28
3
12
17
22

P H IL L IP S E X E T E R A CA D .
(A )
(H )
(A )
(A )
(A )

HAM PTON

HIGH

Portsm outh
St. Joh n ’s
Bis. Bradley
Laconia
Concord
Man. Cen.
Berlin
Spaulding
N ew buryport
Portsm outh

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
O ct.
Oct.
N ov.
N ov.

* (A )
* (A )
(H )

*(A)
(H )
(A )
(H )
(A )
(H )
<H>

A M E SB U R Y HIGH
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
N ov.
Nov.
N ov.

15
22
29
6
13
20
27
3
10
22

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
N ov.

(H )
(A )
(H )
(H )
(A )
<H)
(A )
(H )
(H )
(A )

15
22
29
6
13
20
27
3
12
17

St. Ignatius
W estbrook
Traip
(Open)
Exeter
B erw ick Acad.
Biddeford
Old Orchard
W ells
Sanford

(H )

22
29
6
13
20
27
3
12

(H )
(A )
(A )
(A )
(H )
(A )

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

Home

22
29
6
13
20
27
3
12

W ells
Kennebunk
Sanborn Sem.
St. Ignatius
Old Orchard
B erwick Acad.
Ham pton
Exe'.er

Game

Groton
Thayer Acad.
Moses Brown
M ilton Acad.
Belm ont Hill
H arvard House
Tabor Acad.

S P A U L D IN G

(H )
(A )
(A )
(H )
(A )
(H )
(H )
(A )

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

14
21
29
5
12
21
27
3
12

(H )
(H )
(A )
(H )
(A )
(H )
(A )

HIGH

Som ersworth
N ew buryport
S anford
P ortsm outh
L aconia
Man. W est
Concord
P ending
Dover

(H )
(A )
(A )
(H )
(A )
(A )
(H )
(H )

(A )
(A )
(A )
(A )
(H )
(H )
(H )
(H )

T R A IP A C A D E M Y
(A )
(H )
(H )

29
6
13
20
27
3
10

HIGH

H ampton
W oodbury
Som ersworth
Kennebunk
P inkerton
Franklin
Sanborn Sem.
Traip

PRESENTED

IAF0LLA

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

ACADEM Y

E xeter
Sanborn Sem.
W estford A cad.
B erw ick Acad.
Som ersworth
St. A nthony
T raip
W oodbury

EXETER

N orthbridge
Marblehead
W inthrop
Cam. Latin
Methuen
Swam pscott
WoBurn
No. Quincy
Danvers
N ewburyport

K E N N E B U N K HIGH
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22
29
6
13
20
27
3
12

G O V E R N O R DU M M ER
ACADEM Y

(H )
(A )
(H )
(A )
(H )
(H )

Oct.
6 T ilton
Oct. 13 W illiam s Fr.
Oct. 20 T ufts Fr.
Oct. 26 Bowdoin Fr.
Nov.
3 UNH Fr.
Nov. 10 A ndover

(A )

B E R W IC K
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

(H )
(A )
(H )
(H )
(A )
(A )
(A )
(A )

22
29
6
13
20
27

Away

IN T H E

P U B L IC

ACADEM Y

Old Orchard
St. Ignatius
W ells
Hampton
Kennebunk
Traip

Denotes
IN T E R E S T

(A )
<H)
(A )
(A )
(H )
(H )

SA N F O R D HIGH
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
N ov.
N ov.
N ov.

Night

14
22
29
6
12
20
27
3
12
17

L aconia
* (A )
(H )
St. Louis
Rochester
(H )
(A )
Thornton
St. D om inic’s (H )
W estbrook
(H )
(A )
Deering
(A )
Morse
(A )
Biddeford
(H )
Kennebunk

CONSTRUCTION

*Earth Moving

^Parking Lots

IG N A T IU S
15
29
6
13
27
3
10

H IGH

Kennebunk
Berwick Acad.
W estbrook
T raip
W ells
Biddeford
Old Orchard

(H )
(A )
(H )
(A )
(H )
(H )
(H )

Game

BY

CO.,

Peverly Hill Road, Portsmouth
^Driveways

ST
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
N ov.
Nov.

INC.
Phone 680

* Landscaping

^Sidewalks

*Tennis Courts
5
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DEALER

CONTENTS
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10
14
20

Residence of Mr. and Mrs. William Champlin,
Rochester, N. H.

SPECIALTY

New Hampshire’s Answer To The Litterbug

30

Country Schooldays by Ruth M. Hill
Steamed Clams and Golf Scores by Chester P. Hartford
Shoreline Industries by Chester P. Hartford

32
41
48

By Roland W. Higgins

WITH US

Towle Manufacturing Company, Newburyport, Mass.

Feathers In Bed by Myron Varney
Fifty Years With The Atlantic Shoreline Trolleys

People sometimes find it
desirable

to

have

their

By Doris Ricker Marston

homes moved to another lo
cation. Let our trained men
and modern equipment give
you fast, competent service.
Whether your problem be
one of Building-Moving or
Landscaping, a rich loam—
plus expert grading, fer
tilizing, and seeding — can

j
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60
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make your lawn a feature
of beauty on your present,
O C T O B E R means just one thing
to a small boy . . . Halloween!
And Halloween means, of course,
jack-o-lanterns. Not every small
boy is as fortunate as the tow
headed lad in our picture in having
a willing friend, wise in the ways
of carving pumpkin heads, to wield
the jackknife. Percy Amee, well
known resident of Kittery Point.
Me., is carving the orange pumpkin
for his young neighbor, John Rice,
in this appealing photo by Douglas
Armsden.

or new home site.

Rigging,

tennis

playgrounds,

courts,

sidewalks,

and driveway paving to fit
every pocketbook. PHONE
US TODAY!

BADGER-RAND
COMPANY
General Contractors
1 Cate St., Portsmouth
Tel. 1403
6

Colcord’s
Garage
Hampton Rd.

D o It Now!
This is to remind you that
Christmas is fast approach
ing and the SHORELINER
subscription that you gave
to your friends and rela
tives last year will soon ex
pire. May we suggest that
you renew these subscrip
tions now — before our re
newal notices are mailed.
Remember, every month
the SHORELINER brings
an uninterrupted flow of lo
cal stories and pictures to
your family and friends and
serves as an excellent ex
pression of your thought
fulness throughout the
year. The subscription rate
$2.50 yearly.
1The SHORELINER Inc.
i P. O. Box 269
1 Portsmouth, N. H.
i Dear Sir:
i I am enclosing my remit, tance in the amount of
$2.50. Please send one
Christmas Gift subscrip1 tion to:
I NEW

PH O TO C R E D IT S : Cover, E arly A pples page 11, House o f the M onth, L ittle League
Trophy, by Douglas Arm sden ; E arly A pples page 10 by Charlotte C o llis ; Clan
M cln tire, E liot Church by David C o lt ; Roadside Contest P ro je ct, Courtesy Som ers
w orth W om en ’s C lu b ; Pond School, Portsm outh C ountry Club Clambake by David
J o h n s o n ; Parade School 1890 courtesy Mrs. Charles R a n d ; Miss Gowen by L em ire
Studio. Line draw ings by M arion L ogan , Staff A rtist o f Georges and H artford
A dvertising A gency. Special appreciation is given to the M aine Developm ent
Comm ission and the N. H. Seacoast R egional Developm ent A ssociation fo r their
p hotograph ic cooperation.

Tel. Exeter 2341

( )

RENEWAL

( )

1 Name ..........................................
Address .......................................

l Town
1 State

..........................................

1 I would like you to send an
s attractive gift card.

Studebaker Cars and Trucks
SALES and SERVICE

B. F R A N K L I N
67 Islington Street

PEEK

Tel. Portsmouth 2107

Sincerely yours,
I Name ...........................................
I Address .......................................
1 Town

..........................................

, State

..........................................

Trail Blazer with plenty on the ball

The secret of Fireball
Power is in the use of
dome-and-dip design of
the piston shown above.

How long since you lifted the hood of a car,
and took a good look at what’s beneath?
We like to have folks do that with a Buick.
You’ll find that broad bonnet isn’t put there
for show. It’s packed with horsepower - high, wide, and handsome - - more horse
power than normal drivers will ever use
in full.

Score tw o: Buick has been stepping up
compression ratios for years. But Buick
has blazed one trail which other engines
still haven’t followed - - don’t ask us why.
Every Buick has a Fireball Engine which,
as we’ve said before, is like having a string
of comets by the tail.

And - - if you’re up to date on modern
features - - you’ll find that this bonnet is
packed with these too.

Fact is, in levery flame-packed cylinder
there is a comet- rolled into a swirling ball
by a special turbo-top piston - - touched
off by a flashing spark every 5 inches you
travel in a Buick.

Do you know, for example, that every new
engine introduced or previewed in recent
years is built on the valve-in-head principle?
Score one for Buick. No Buick engine has
ever been built in any other way.
Do you know what it takes to make full use
of high compression? A valve-in-head engine!

That’s why we’re proud to show folks that
Buicks have a Fireball Engine - - and
prouder still to have them take one of these
thrilling performers out on the road.
Want to try it? Come in and see us soon.

PORTSMOUTH BUICK COMPANY

DREHER BUICK COMPANY

Portsmouth,

Exeter, New Hampshire

New

Hampshire

DOVER BUICK COMPANY, INC.

REEKS, WALTER

Dover, New Hampshire

Sanford,

Maine

Here’s the piston inside
the cylinder. As it moves
down, the fuel charge
rushes in — sets up a
swirl when it hits the
piston top.

The piston moves up—
compresses the swirling
fuel into the comet shape
shown here. “Compres
sion ratios” are simply a
measure of how mucl
the fuel is compressed.

The ball of fuel is com
pressed around the spark
plug—lets loose its pentup charge when the
spark is fired—delivering
a higher percentage of
power from each charge
of fuel.

SHORE * TOWN * COUNTRY * PROPERTIES
handled by local firms
FARM PROPERTY — $2,500 lo
$25,000. This office makes a spec
ialty of taking your requirements
and finding a property exactly
suited to your needs. You’ll get
prompt, intelligent attention to
your request. Write or call us
before you buy. Christenson and
MacDonald. Tel. Durham 39.

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
BASE RATE
MINIMUM

SPECIAL FOR BROKERS ONLY: 25% reduction
on yearly contracts covering a minimum of 300
words when used within 6 consecutive issues.
(Space may be used in any one or divided between
the 6 issues.)

COOK AGENCY — See us for res
taurants, stores, garages, summer
and year ’round properties, south
ern Maine and New Hampshire.
List with us. The Cook Agency,
Kittery, Maine. Est. 1925. ’Phone
Kittery 58.
GOODWIN AGENCY — Homes,
farms and summer property. If you
wish to buy or sell a home, write
or phone Goodwin Agency, Kittery.
Tel. 3884 or 1594-W.
RYE, N. H. — A rare opportunity.
Beautiful Old New England Cape
Cod 1700 Era, completely renovated
and modern with colonial features
retained. On 4 acres of land, walk
ing distance of Beaches, golf club,
stores and churches. Many un
usual features. Must be seen, a
true value at $18,000. Kenjdall
Exeter Agency, Inc., Exeter, N. H.
2041.

8c per word
50 words per insertion ($4)

All classified copy must be in by 10th of the month
preceeding publication. However, substitutions may be
made through the 15th.

“ 1779” beautifully restored and
modernized colonial with five acres
of land and excellent view of
countryside. Nine rooms, 2 baths,
powder room, steam oil heat. De
tached large 2 car garage. $20,000,
terms arranged. Completely furn
ished in excellent taste. Furnish
ings may be purchased at an at
tractive figure. John N. Maclnnes
Agency, next to postoffice, Exeter,
N. H. Tel. 3131.

CHESTER
New H a m psh ire

Y O R K , M A IN E
W ATERFRO N T
ESTATE

( P r i c e not a v a i l
able at tim e of
printing.)

( P r i c e not a v a i l 
able at time of
printing.)

ELW ELL
AGENCY
T e l. E x e t e r 3041

THE

Top “grasslands” farm offering excellent opportunity for dairy or
beef. Centrally located, the 300 acre farm includes: Colonial home
(modern heating plant); two cottages, three barns, garage, new silo,
and out buildings. Can maintain dairy herd of 80 head. This farm
won gold medal award in 1950 Green Pastures Contest.

TO

SELL

FINE

PROPERTY

ANYWHERE IN THE SHORELINE AREA

Advertise In The

SHORELINER'S
REAL
8

ESTATE

PORTSMOUTH, N. H. —New well
constructed 5 room house consist
ing of kitchen, dining room, large
living room with fireplace, two
good sized bedrooms and hath.
Basement has large rumpus room
with fireplace, toilet, extra kitchen,
furnace room and garage. In good
quiet, residential location. Large
lot. $12,000. L. A. Griffiths, Real
Estate and General Insurance,
Eliot, Me. Tel. Kittery 1125-J.

SECTIO N

PHILBRICK AGENCY — We have
listings of fine shore properties
for seasonal rentals in York, York
Harbor, Seabury, York Beach, Cape
Neddick, and Wells Beach areas.
Also commercial blocks for sale.
Write or call Philbrick Real Estate,
York 344 or 398, or Millard Insur
ance, York 507-M, Lancaster Block,
York Harbor, Maine.
DURHAM POINT, N. H. SALT
WATER FARM — 150 year old
Cape Cod dwelling in Durham
Point, overlooking Great Bay.
Original fireplaces in living room
and dining room; 3 bedrooms, 2
baths; attached shed and barn.
Steam heat with oil burner. 50
acres of rolling pasture and wood
land, with about 2,700 ft. of water
frontage. Perfect for summer or
year ’round home. Price $16,500.
Dan Ninde, Realtor, Durham 344
or (eve.) 464-W.
HAMPTON BEACH, N. H — Brand
new cottages $3,950 up. Ocean
front Hotel, good following. We
have a large listing of available
cottages, rooming houses, cabins,
lots, and businesses for sale. “ SEE
HENRY” or Tel. 588 for appoint
ment. Henry’s Real Estate and In
surance Agency, Hampton Beach,
N. H.

G O O D W IN
AGENCY
T e l . K it t e r y
3834 or 1594-W

A home of distinction, delightfully situated. Consisting of two houses,
one completely furnished, four garages, about one-half acre of land,
overlooking harbor and ocean, seldom does property such as this
come on the market. Shown by appointment only.

SARASOTA
F lo rid a
$21,500
J O H N N.
M acIN N ES
T e l. E x e t e r 3131
or

owner

A.
G IR A R D
805 T e n n . Ave.
S araso ta, F la .

One of the best constructed cement block homes in town. 2 large
bedrooms, 2 tiled baths, large living room, dining room, screened
porch, real kitchen, breakfast room and laundry, 2 car garage. House
is furnished. Beautiful grounds, corner lot. Terms if necessary.
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Set your dial
and
will enjoy CANINE COMMENTS with GEORGE
MICHAEL, eminent authority on the care, handling and training of
dogs, heard every Saturday at 11:30 a. m. as a WWNH originated
show over the Granite State network. CANINE COMMENTS won
the National Award as the most outstanding show of its kind in the
country.
DOG

please everyone

leave

what

it

at

takes!

KC

it there!

LO VERS

For WWNH has what it takes to entertain
you and keep you up-to-date all day, eveiy
day.

News of the hour, on the hour, every hour.
Up-to-the-minute local news— 8 am and noon.
Weather reports and Late News every hour,
on the hour.

WWNH presents a variety of selected enter
tainment features designed to please every
one.
P A U L D A N I E L S , popular disc jockey gives out with the easy, breezy
chatter as he entertains you with recorded tunes new and old, sweet
and bold on the MATINEE SHOW, Monday thru Saturday from
2 ’til 5 p. m. Paul will be pleased to dedicate a selection for you.
Drop him a card.

Listening is always worthwhile at 930 on
your dial! Stay tuned all day . . . Every day!

Studios on Rochester Hill on the Main High
way between Dover and Rochester, N. H.

WWNH
The variety-packed station serving Southern
Maine and Southeastern New Hampshire.

930

on some dials

93

on others

D U S T Y C A L A N D B O N N I E , the Hillbilly Sweethearts, to start your

day off with a smile, Monday thru Saturday at 7:30 a. m., with songs
from the hills and plains. Also heard at 9:05 Sunday mornings with
25 minutes of Christian Folk Songs.

Good

listening on all!
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ppies
By Ruth M. Hill

On grandfather’s Saddleback Mountain farm the Au
gust Sweets came first. You went through a little, unpainted
wooden gate into an aged garden plot. There were wide
leaves of rhubarb growing close to the banked stone wall,
and old-maid’s pinks, pale lavender in color and sweet
smelling. Although grass-grown, the plot showed where it
had been squared, and right at the edge stood the AugustSweet tree. It was an old tree, with a big rough-barked
trunk, and branches that spread wide and low half over the
plot. The apples, mellow and deliciously sweet, would fall to
10

lie half hidden among the grass; but you had to wait for
them to fall, the Sweets a graft on the high center, the tree
too sturdy to be shaken. They were cool to pick up from the
grass dew-wet, if you went early in the morning, or, if in
late afternoon, the newly fallen were warm with summer
sunshine. The skin was smooth and creamy yellow to bite in
to, the flesh soft creamy white, with seeds dark brown in the
core. You ate the Sweets right there under the tree, with
the low hum of insects around, and the scent of new mown
hay on the field slopes, and dewberries ripe on vines around

a nearby ledge, and sweetflag lush in the brookbed beyond.
Off to one side of the Sweets’ tree was the early Bald
win tree. These had the red-green color markings of an Oc
tober Baldwin, but with an odd little growth of flesh half up
one side of the stem, and were ready to use by early Septem
ber, not tempting to bite into and eat, but delicious in pies —
and it was fun to run down and pick up a panful with the
prospect of warm apple dowdy for supper. Beside this tree
was the rocky south-slope knoll where the first wild straw
berries ripened.
The “Kingbird Tree”
Over beyond the brook was the “ kingbird tree” , a
young tree, the bark smooth, the branches trimmed and
vigorous. Of small size, as compared to the Sweets tree, or
the huge old russet tree that Aunt Betsey boasted had pro
duced fabulous crops in her youth, it stood in the “ run”
where snow water flowed in the spring beside the cornfield
slope; for a mountain farm is all over slopes and knolls, and
little hollows and “ runs” . Every year the kingbirds nested
in that tree, a large, loosely built nest of sticks and twigs,
plainly seen among the not-so-high top branches, if you
stood beneath and looked up. And what a pert, lively pair
those kingbirds were! If you went near when there were
eggs or babies in the nest, they would fly around, squawking
fiercely. One day my uncle climbed up to attempt a peep
into the nest, but the birds flew at him so bravely and sav
agely that he admiringly retreated, not wanting to tease
them. Handsome black and white crested birds, one of their
favorite perches was on a tall blueberry bush beside the
brookpool — watching perhaps for some favorite insect.
But their special delight — or attack — was chasing crows.
Let a crow venture near on the cornfield and they were
after him like little furies. Swift and tiny, compared to the
wide-winged, slow, heavy-flying robber, they stabbed sharp
pecks at his back and head, meanwhile squawking in anger,
the hapless — but no doubt villainous — crow winging sil
ently toward a far pasture’s tall pines.

“My ornaments are fruits; my garments leaves.” . . . Longfellow

sloped down, down to pasture woodland. The trees were so
old that the trunks were cracked and hollow, one was half
broken away, the crumbling wood inside dark brown and
powdery, and shadowy depths for doors to gnomeland. The
few branches were stout; you could climb up easily and play
tree house. Robins built their sturdy, mudpacked, grasslined nests on the branch forks, and bluebirds found en
trances to cozy homes in hollow branches.
But, if you followed along the wall to over the brow
of the slope, there was another ancient tree as big and flour
ishing as the russet tree of Aunt Betsey’s boasting. It stood
at a corner of the wall, tall and symmetrical, the branches

Old Apple Trees
Old apple trees have a gnomelike appearance. There
was the Porter apple tree beside the barn; it lay prone, hav
ing long ago been blown over by a high wind when heavily
loaded. The roots were half torn from the ground, and it was
easy to imagine a door to some subterranean elfland among
their turf-hung twistings. But the tree had kept root enough
to live in a leisurely way, leaves and blossoms and delicious
pie apples, but with little new growth. You could easily
reach to pick the apples from this gnarled old tree, dozing
quietly in the sun. And you were sure that a gnome had been
sitting there on the trunk munching an apple as you ap
proached — or had it been that striped chipmunk that was
scampering toward the rockpile by the wall!
And up on the slope back of the house there were
three ancient trees in a row, planted perhaps by great grand
father’s father, they stood between the vegetable garden
and an old tumbled stone wall. Below the wall wide fields
The whole family will enjoy delicious McIntosh
Apples fresh from one of the country’s most
famous apple orchards.
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wide and low near the ground, the top rounded, a beautiful
bouquet when in blossom, and beautiful, too, when hung all
over with the small green apples that grew there. We called
it the “ pig apple tree,” because although every year it bore
an abundance, they were a natural fruit, too small and sour
to be even suitable for pies. When they fell, the ground be
neath the tree would be covered with them, so that you
walked on wriggly little apples. In a few minutes you could
fill a basket for the pigs — the pigs seemed to like them. Un
der this tree was a delightful place to have a picnic. You
only went over the brow of the slope, but it seemed as though
you were a real distance from home because the view was
entirely different. From the house you looked toward the
south, to Pawtuckaway mountains, but from beneath this
tree you looked toward the north, to the white houses and
church steeples of the village and to far off mountains in
Maine. A low, flat-topped rock in the wall corner made a
nice table, and the tree was like a roof above you, a dense
network of interlaced branches, boughs and twigs, each bent
and twisted, in the capricious way that apple trees like to
grow, and over all the thatch of green leaves — even a hard
summer shower could not rain through the pig apple tree.
Cider Apples
The early New Englanders used apples mostly to
make cider; therefore, the many russets, because russet
cider was considered the best. Also russets, a rather dry
apple, kept well in the winter in cellar bins. Another old
variety was the pound — or pumpkin — sweet, so called
because of its large size, a hard green apple that kept half
the winter, and was used in making Indian pudding. Cut in
tiny chunks and cooked into the scalding milk they added a
delicious flavor, and lightened the texture. We sometimes
called it “ sweet apple pudding.” That tree lived for genera
tions beside the barn. Although I do not have those old
sweets, I always put an apple into my Indian puddings.
Grafted Trees
There was no regular orchard on the mountain farm,
trees grew here and there and some young ones came up.
Uncle Martin lived on the farm beyond grandfather’s. He
liked books better than farming and made himself a lovely
storybook garden. A Mr. Appleby — that wasn’t his real
name — used to come as agent for the Manchester Union
and also sold fruit trees for a nursery company. From him
uncle Martin bought odd new ones for his garden, and from

these some of our trees were grafted. Soon we had branches
of juicy, bright red astrakans on the pie apple tree; and
there were winesaps, a graft that grew slowly; you could
count the apples and treasure each one. But the young Gar
den Royal tree grew fast and round, and bore a treeful of
dull red, russet-flecked apples, with golden-yellow flesh,
somewhat dry, yet welcome when the last August sweet was
gone. Prettiest of all were the downy blue apples. I think
they were called Blue Parmaines. The soft blue “ bloom” was
so delicate that it rubbed off at the touch of your finger —
the skin beneath was a deep, rich red. A treeful, downy blue,
was lovely in a garden.
The bittersweet tree was perhaps enjoyed most of
all — playhouse and tasty fruit combined. Alas, that worms
and bugs have of late years destroyed so many of those de
lightful and picturesque old trees. This one, having grown
with two main branches, had split open, heavy with fruit in
a wind, back in Aunt Betsey’s youth; but the tree’s vitality
seemed in no way impaired; it persisted to grow large and
bushy, and bore bountiful loads of fruit. It stood beside the
road, just inside the field bars at the top of the long hill
where you came up from school. The apples, ready to eat in
September, were small, not much larger than a crabapple,
with lemon-green skin, a rather dry texture and large coarse
core, copiously filled with brown seeds. There weren’t more
than three bites of goodness in an apple, but that didn’t mat
ter because there were so many of them. I have never seen
any other apples like them, a natural fruit, bitter yet sweet,
not luscious but intriguingly tasty and chewy. Partly the
fun of eating them because they were so small; you took
a bite or two, then tossed away the core and chose another.
The tree had split in such a way that one of the branches
leaned to form a long seat about five feet from the ground,
easily climbed, up the sloping trunk. My sisters and I would
fill our hands with apples and sit on this branch, feet hang
ing down. A wonderful tree to play house in; or, to just sit
and wait, if you were expecting someone special to come up
the long hill road.
As Whittier wrote in “ The Barefoot Boy,”
“ Mine, on bending orchard trees,
Apples of Hesperides!”
NOTE: The August Sweet tree is the one mentioned in Mrs. Hill’s
“ Mountain Brook” poem —
“ Past a gray ledge, and an apple tree,”
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History lives anew in these pieces. The chairs, in
lovely, glowing “ souvenir pine” or other finishes,
have all the hallmarks of devoted craftsmanship. The
pine accessory pieces, too, carry an air of authentici
ty in clever designs that add decorative spice to to
day’s living.
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Look to us for things unusuaV.

HAMPTON HOME CENTER
High Street

Hampton, N. H,
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C o n te s t

A threatening sky over New Castle Harbor forms a
dramatic background for the clean graceful silhouette of
this boat still under construction. Many a seaworthy craft of
exceptional design is turned out along the shore of this
small New Hampshire town. The photograph by Miss Lois
E. Watson was adjudged the winner of the October Photo
Contest. Miss Watson, a summer visitor to the shoreline,
who lives at 3810 Southern Avenue, S. E., Washington, D. C.,
informs us that her picture was taken early in July with a
Busch Pressman Camera, using a “ G” filter. The SHORELINER’S monthly award of $5.00 will be sent to Miss Wat
son for her photo of a scene familiar to all shoreline resi
dents and one which, apparently, is just as appealing to vis
itors like herself.

If you are an amateur photographer, and have a fav
orite picture — or perhaps several — why not send them to
the Contest Editor, The SHORELINER, Box 269, Ports
mouth, New Hampshire. Clearness and an original choice of
subject count as highly as photographic perfection, so every
amateur has an equal chance. Black and white prints are
preferred, since the SHORELINER does not reproduce col
or, and all pictures submitted become the property of the
magazine.

Elem entary . . .
but S ou n d !

Early in our school days we learned
the old saw of Poor Richard’s that “a
penny saved is a penny earned.” That
was an easy axiom to learn — and it
is easy to follow, too . . . especially
when we get into the sound habit of
depositing part of our pay check reg
ularly. It’s doubly rewarding . . . be
cause of the interest our money earns,
and because of the financial security
we can look forward to in times of
stress. Plan to start your account to
day!
VACATION CLUBS — SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

From $3 to $48

'5 1

D O DG E

Drive it 5 minutes and yo u 'll drive it for years
The DEPENDABLE DODGE
Take a Magic-Mile Ride Today

NEWICK

and W O O D

In:.

POUTSMOUTH
SAVINGS
BANK

Authorized

DODGE & PLYMOUTH
Sales and Service
145 F L E E T

STREET

TEL. 4

Established
PORTSM OUTH

1823

Pleasant Street
Portsmouth, N. H.
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The Clan Mclntire
by Ada Hayes

M c l N T l R E G A R R I S O N in the
Scotland district of York, Maine was
restored in 1910 by John R. Mclntire.
His son, John, was the last Mclntire
to be born within. It is believed to
have been constructed after King
Philip’s War in 1675-76. It was built
on land owned by Alexander Max
well and was called Maxwell’s Gar
rison in 1692. In 1703, it was called
“ Scotland Garrison”. It later became
the properly of John Mclntire, the
son of Micum, and was used as a
dwelling up to 1875 when the last
occupant, Sarah Mclntire, died. Gar
rison houses were the exceptionally
well-built homes in the settlement
where the villagers fled for protection
from Indian raids. They were con
structed of solid timber, dovetailed
together. Originally the floor boards
of this house could be raised so that
water could be poured down to ex
tinguish fires that the Indians started.
Upon the news of an impending raid,
soldiers would be stationed at these
homes for added protection to the
villagers. Sometimes these buildings
were called “ swelling houses” .
THE

CRAFTSMAN
announces the opening of its
New
39

Offices at

Pleasant St., Portsmouth
(Opposite the Post Office)

CRAFTSMAN
Pays Cash to You
When

you

are

sick

When you are hurt

CASH
for the hospital, doctor, operations,
nurse,

medicine.

Your

choice

of

coverage for individuals, families,
groups of five or more. Claims paid
same day.

Verle N. Lunn, General Agent
Telephone Portsmouth 751-W
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Scottish chieftains are no more proud of their High
land clans than are the Mclntires of York, Maine of their
family. Scattered over the far corners of the country or
still living near the family homestead, the aunts and uncles
and cousins and nephews of the Clan Mclntire are ever
aware of their common ancestor, Micum, the Scotchman.
This celebrated ancestor, Micum Mclntire, was a dis
placed person from Scotland, long before the term D. P. was
coined. In the year 1650, Scotland was invaded by Oliver
Cromwell and Micum along with other brave Scots rose up
against the Englishman. Two terrible battles were fought;
one at Dunbar in 1650 and one at Worcester in 1651. Three
thousand were killed and 10,000 were taken prisoners. Micum
was taken prisoner, it is presumed, in the battle of Dunbar
and was sent to the prison at Durham. In the filthy jail,
according to family legend, Micum learned that every tenth
prisoner was to be killed to relieve overcrowded conditions.
Fearing that he was to be one of the doomed men, he broke
his bonds and tried to escape. So courageous was be in his
desperation that when he was recaptured, his sentence was
commuted to exile. In November, 1650, with all his worldly
possessions packed in a small wooden box, he sailed on the
“ Unity,” never to see his native land again. It must have
been a bleak winter day when the ship landed in Boston.
There was no heather on these hills, only ice and snow.
Perhaps Micum had a premonition of a life of hard
ship in the strange, cold land, we don’t know. However, we
do know he was sent with other Scottish exiles to Dover,
New Hampshire where be worked for six or seven years to
pay for his involuntary transportation.
Around 1670, Micum went to York, where other
Scotchmen (some of whom had been his shipmates aboard
the “ Unity” ; Alexander Maxwell, Alexander McEneer or
Machenere, Andrew Rankin, Robert Junkins and Thomas

Holmes) had established the settlement of Scotland in York.
He found, too, men who had been prisoners of the battle of
Worcester and had sailed a year later on the “ John and
Sara” . There were James Grant, the Drummer; James
Grant, the Scotchman; John Carmuckle; Daniel Dill; James
Jackson and probably Daniel Livingston. Neither of the two
Mclntires who are thought to be Micum’s brothers were in
the group. (Robert was in Lynn, Mass., and Philip was in
Reading, Mass.)
A town record shows that on June 19, 1670, “ John
Pearce and Phebe his wf deeded to ‘makem Mackentyre’ of
York 2 tracts of Upland, vizd,: 40 acres and 1 & \ or 2 acres
Meddow Land for 28 pounds said 40 A Upland on Sw side
of Dummers Cove of Marsh near the Partings.”
Concerning his marriage (sometime after December
1670 and before September, 1671) it is told that a fellow
prisoner and possibly a distant cousin. Alexander McEneer,
dying of an old saber wound, called Micum to his side. Say
ing that this country was no fit place for a woman without
husband or brother, he requested his kinsman to marry his
widow. Some say that McEneer’s widow was Dorothy, the
daughter of John Pearce and others believe her name to
have been Hannah. Before she died (after 1684 and prior to
1700) four sons had been born. They were Micum, Daniel
and Alexander (all of whom died unmarried) and John who
lived to be ninety-four and who had seven children, five of
them sons to carry on the Mclntire name. Perhaps it was of
Micum’s sons that a Preble family history says, “ The Mc
lntire is a peacable, well-disposed fellow if you do not chafe
him too much, but beware how you start the Scotch blood.”
Micum settled in York for the rest of his life. Perhaps
the gray fog rolling in from the Atlantic Ocean reminded
him of the Scotch mists and he came to yearn less for home.
In any case his life must have been too hard and dangerous
to leave much time to muse about Scotland. In 1675 the first
Indian trouble of King Philip’s War in this section of the
country erupted. Micum lived to see the settlement de-

Let this fall be one to remember!
Enjoy the superb home-cooked food and the at
mosphere of a true Colonial Inn during the
most exhilarating season of the year —
T ile

C e lla r

A unique Cocktail Room
York Harbor, Maine

For Reservations: York 5200

Open through November 1st.

THAT’S THE QUESTION!
There’ll be no question about
whether or not bills are paid
when you have your cancelled
check . . .

of family histories, this is the only picture of an interior of
the Mclntire Garrison ever published. On the tahl e at the left may be seen the box in which Micum
Mclntire carried his belongings when he was exiled from Scotland. There are four rooms.
EXCEPT

FOR P R IV A T E

P U B L IC A T IO N

First National Bank
Portsmouth, N. H .
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You’ d expect to pay *20 more
lor this suit that’s really

yet costs only ?--------

$49.50
1 0 0 K HOW M A N Y MORE
'•EXPENSIVE SUIT” BENEFITS YOU GET!

1. Luxurious appearance
and drape
2. Expensive look
and feel

k

3. Rich patterns and colors
that won’t fade
4. Wears like iron

T H E W E E BONNIE L A D D I E dressed in the kilt of Mclntire plaid
is the son of James Mclntire and is named Micum after his ancestor
who came to New England in 1650. (Micum is probably a phonetic
spelling of Malcolm). Fifteen year old Janet Mclntire from Manchester
looks on as other Mclntires arrive for the festivities.

5. Holds press and crease
6. Dry cleans beautifully

Good'
woven

tt GOODAIL-SANFORD. INC. ONiY

IVIen, when it comes to dollars
and c e n t s , y o u ju s t c a n ’ t b e a t th e
blended-to-perform G ood-all-Y ear
suit. For only the proper
Igll blending of virgin wool, rayon and nylon
will give the fabric the many benefits
of each fiber. Yes, only Goodall’s
textile know-how could produce
this ideal weight fabric
in such distinguished looking patterns
and colors. YouTl be amazed at its
tailoring refinements— excellent style and fit.
Com e in and see the G ood-all-Year now.

A D D I N G T O T H E R O M A N T I C S C O T T I S H A T M O S P H E R E , members
of the Arundel Opera Company perform a Scottish sword dance as
part of the entertainment at the reunion.

Thorner’s Oyster House
— Seafoods —
Of — A ll — Kinds
SANFORI), MAINE
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S T E A K S — CHOPS
BEER & ALE
80 Daniels Street
T e l. Po rts. 569

stroyed except for four buildings in the massacre of Snowshoe Rock in 1692.
The Indian raids were a constant danger for many
years to come. Micum’s son, John, was thirty-four when
this account was published in the Boston News Letter, April
9, 1711.

Now open . . . a new outdoor theatre in Newington,
where the entire family may find enjoyment at a mini
mum cost . . . where there’s no need for baby-sitters . . .
no problem of ventilation . . . a theatre under the sky
where you and your family can relax in comfort.
Facilities are available so that bottles for infants can be
warmed right on the premises.
Here are some additional features of the shoreline’s
newest theatre:

M c l N T I R E F A M I L I E S from far-off places plan their vacations so that

*

First run movies

*

One complete double-feature show nightly

they will he able to attend the reunion. These Mclntire youngsters
solve the problem of standing room only. Donald Williams of Rumford,
Maine holds James Mclntire of York on his lap. They seem to be
waiting for the signal to cry out “ cruachan”, a Scottish battle cry
which is still heard at Mclntire reunions.

*

50c - Children under 12 admitted free.

*

600-car capacity

*

Individual speakers with volume control

Story Continued on Next Page

*

Western Electric sound

*

Knotty pine refreshment stand - 36 feet
square — no waiting

*

Modern restrooms.

Movies are better than ever, so when your family —
from Grandpa right down to its newest member — is
searching or good entertainment, remember

The Newington
O U T D O O R THEATRE
CERTIFIED GEMOLOGIST
REGISTERED JEWELER-AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
Portsmouth

ROUTE 16
7 miles from Portsmouth

16 miles from Dover

New Hampshire
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TO P R IG H T —
MR. O L I V E R B. C H A S E of Stratham and Mrs. Fred Caswell of Rye
enter the York Community House where the 31st reunion was held
this summer. Mr. Chase, who looks like a bonny Scotchman, hastened
to say that his wife is The Mclntire in his family.
CEN TER

R IG H T —

M R S . R O B E R T D A V I S and Miss Alice Randolph Mclntire, daughter
of John Mclntire, serve the anniversary cake at the 300th Anniversary
reunion of the Clan Mclntire. Clan members brought their own box
lunches; coffee and punch were served by the reunion committee.
BOTTOM

R IG H T —

M IS S A L I C E R A N D O L P H M c l N T I R E , daughter of John R. (Rich
John) Mclntire who remodeled the Garrison House, and Mrs. Grace
Mclntire Fitzpatrick, at the doorway of the Mclntire Garrison.
Nearby are the Damask roses brought from Scotland. These were so
well cared for by Sarah Mclntire, the last occupant of the house, that
she came to be spoken of as “ Sally-of-the-Roses.”

It’s a lifetime of wedding music for the bridal
couple if the home starts with a Winter &
Company Musette. There’s a style for every
decor — authentic period models to modern.
It’s the piano with style plus*. Come in and
see our complete line of Musettes today.
*Resotonic construction for resonant
tone. Practiano pedal for undisturbing
practice, Alumstone plate for richer
tone, lighter weight.
Your inquiries are also in
vited concerning used pianos
and pianos for rent.

FREE

Delivery

Anyw here

Piano tuning serv ic e availa b le fo r gre ater
musical en jo ym e n t!

78 Years on Dover’s Upper Square

J. E. L o th ro p
18

Co. Inc.

Upper Square
Dover, N. H.
Telephone Dover 320

T H E F I R S T C L A N M c l N T I R E R E U N I O N was held in the Mclntire Garrison in 1917. Before that time, Mclntire reunions occurred only
at weddings and more often at funerals. Deciding that an annual summer reunion would be more enjoyable, an organization with the
necessary officers was founded by the late John W. Mclntire who became the first president. Above, members of the clan catch up on
family news. From left to right: Mrs. Sally Moody Cook, clan
historian; Mrs. Eleanor Nowell Morrill of York; Mr. Bradford W.
Mclntire of Durham, past president of the Clan; Mr. James
Mclntire York, president; Mrs. James E. Nowell, York; Miss
Ruth Nowell, York and Richard Nowell, eight-year-old grandsou
of Mrs. James Nowell.

select your physician
w ith care a n d confidence

“ On April 2, 1711, Joseph Junkins and a companion,
Daniel Dill, were killed in an Indian attack at York.
“ Piscataqua April 6th, on Tuesday last five Skulking
Indian Enemy killd two men about Scotland Garrison at
York vizt: Daniel and Joseph Junkins, the last whereof they
almost stript and scalpt and after the enemy withdrew, they
supposing him dead, Junkins arose and marched to the Gar
rison and gave an account of the action and lived about ten
hours afterwards.”
Nonetheless, in spite of the brutal times, Micum man
aged to bring up his family and to prosper through hard
work and thrift. At the time of his death in 1705, he had
acquired five grants of land. In his will, he bequeathed to his
three surviving sons, besides land, their choice of his three
valuable iron pots and his plow irons.
Micum never saw his homeland again, but he left his
mark on the stony New England shore. Today, there are
hundreds of Mclntire descendants with approximately sev
enty-five still living around or near York. As far as it is
known none of the York Mclntires have ever visited Scot
land. One local descendant, Allen Moulton, however, did the
next best thing: he married Margaret Bryce who came from
Edinburgh, Scotland, eleven years ago.

T he

study of medicine

is a selective process in itself.

Seven years of intensive study in college, plus one
year of practice in a hospital, are the minimum re
quirements. It is wise to trust your precious health
onlyto a conscientious physician of recognized stand
ing. Avoid the quack, the charlatan, the "cure-all’ type of doctor. Almost invariably they do more
harm than good. Select your physician as you should
your pharmacist— with care and confidence.
W hen your physician writes a prescription, bring
to us to be filled. W e are specialists at this work.

Editor’s Note: Material for this article was obtained from “ The Junk
ins History” and “ The Mclntire Family—Descendants of Micum Mecantire of York County, Me.” both compiled by Harry Alexander Davis,
Major, U. S. Army, Retired; “ Micum Mclntire Family” compiled by a
descendant of Philip Mclntire. Robert Harry Mclntire and from conver
sations with Mclntire descendants, especially Miss Alice Randolph Mc
lntire and Mrs. Grace Mclntire Fitzpatrick.
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The

HOUSE

of

the

MONTH

By Justine Flint Georges

R E S I D E N C E O F M R. A N D M R S . W I L L I A M H. C H A M P L I N , S R . , on Haven Hill in Rochester,
N. H. grew through thirty-two years from a simple farmhouse to the spacious and outstanding home
it is today. Porches and fireplaces were added and it was lengthened on the North side to balance.
The house is white with green trim and green shingles and surrounded by some of the loveliest
gardens in the State.

THE

The story about the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam H. Champlin, Sr., in Rochester, N. H., should actually
begin with the extensive gardens which surround the house.
One of the most significant factors about the gardens is
that they have been improved and added to year by year
for thirty-two years until now they are among the most
outstanding in New England. We say gardens, because the
grounds are divided into a series of garden spots, each one
bordered by tall arborvitae. Each garden is different, some
are more formal than others, one contains a swimming pool
but each is an integral part of the whole picture of design,
color, butterflies and birds.
Where now green lawns and tall cedars are flanked by
drifts of color from the flowering beds . . . where fountains
play and stone benches nestle behind clipped hedges . . .
was once a hay field. It was through the combined love of
nature and the desire for the sweet serenity of a garden spot
that Mr. and Mrs. Champlin created their exemplary
grounds. When Mr. and Mrs. Champlin bought their home
in 1919, it was a simple farmhouse with only a pump for
water and equipped with none of today’s amenities. It was
20

surrounded by meadows and hay fields and located on Hav
en Hill, often referred to as Rochester Hill. Mrs. Champlin
explained, however, that Rochester Hill is nearer the city.
In decorating their home the Champlins planned and
worked together, making extensive changes and additions
until today the house is both spacious and quite elegant,
while at the same time being most livable. Because Mrs.
Champlin is very color conscious the shadings in each room
are artfully blended. There are always floral bouquets ar
ranged with thought and perceptive regard for color,
throughout the house. The guest rooms (not pictured here)
are done with gay and friendly tints. One features gold and
yellow because these are the colors in the sun. The other is
done in aqua, following the old American Indian tale that if
a person gazes upon turquoise the first thing in the morning
a happy day will follow.
Rochester has been home to Mrs. Champlin since
early childhood. She was born in Newton. Mass., daughter of
Charles F. and Carrie Wallace Hussey. Her father, who was
a teacher by profession, came originally from Farmington,
and had taught in Rochester before moving to Massachu-

A Q U I E T S A N C T U A R Y is the fountain garden, entrance to which is made through this moon gate. The statue in the center is Leda
and the Swan, representing the old myth of the Fair Leda and the Immortal Zeus. Of the Champlin’s many gardens, this is the oldest
and perhaps the most formal. Bowered with trees and flowers, it is a peaceful and inspiring place.

setts. The family spent summer vacations in Rochester each
year, moving back permanently when Mrs. Champlin was
e even. She attended Rochester schools and graduated from
the Rochester High school and Wellesley College. Young
Helen Mar Hussey took every music course offered at Welles
ley where she also concerned herself with art and played
major roles in Wellesley theatrical productions. She studied
violin with Jacques Hoffman in Boston, prior to a career as
concert violinist and teacher. On her first trip abroad her
father took her to see the ruins of the castle of the Earl of
Mar in Sterling, Scotland from whom their line descends.

Her mother was also of Scottish descent. A second trip to
Europe took her to foreign countries. In 1913 she and Wil
liam Champlin were married and lived in Rochester proper
until purchasing the Haven Hill property.
Mr. Champlin had come to Rochester from East
Greenwich, R. I., to build his first planing mill and box fac
tory here. He has continued in this business in Rochester
with various plants in other parts of New England. It is
from Mr. Champlin’s ancestory of French and English that
his wife claims he has inherited his love of nature and
gardening in particular. “ He is a far better horticulturist

N eed L u m b er?
S ee us first!
FLINTKOTE SHINGLES
CURTIS “SILENTITE” WINDOWS
MASON SUPPLIES

EXETER

LUMBER

EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Whether you’re building a shelf or adding an ell to your
home, you can be sure of finding just the type of lumber
you need here at our convenient yard . . . cut exactly to your
needs. Come in today.

c o m p a n y

Phone Exeter 5511

FREE DELIVERY
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R IG H T —
T H E D IN IN G ROOM leads into
this family living room where the
subtle blending of color and the
deft matching of specific shades
lends an atmosphere of pleasing
perfection. The wall panelling is
done entirely in gray blue (some
times called Colonial powder blue).
The rugs are Oriental with pre
dominating shades of flame, rose,
blue, and cream, and the furniture
carries out these colors. The drapes
are a soft blue of a deeper tone,
the lamp shades pale pink. It is
a long room, yet it offers a warmth
of welcome and a pleasant prox
imity for conversation. Above the
fireplace is the Champlin coat of
arms done in petit point. On each,
side of this are portraits of Mr.
Champlin and William H. Cham
plin, Jr. Royal Doulton rose colored
figurines look down from niches
in the panelling here.

LOW ER
L IK E

R IG H T

SOME

—

M A G IC A L G A R D EN

in an ancient fairy tale, this
particular view makes one think
of an enchanted scene created by
a Grimm. At best, one should ex
pect to find a talking bird or a
tree, the fruit of which should
bear gems in lieu of seeds. Actually
the birds who visit the Champlin
gardens are jewel-like in them
selves and vocal in their praise of
the houses that have been built for
them among leafy branches. This
view from the “Project House”
looks down toward the wild garden
which is filled with plants such
as laurel,
checkerberry,
etc.,
brought in from the woods. Willows
and white birches in the back
ground form an attractive alliance
with the floral colors on each side
of the pillars on the porch . . .
climbing pink roses and heavenly
blue morning glories.

than I,” she declares. “ Trees, birds, gardens, all animals
are in his scope of interest.”
Mrs. Champlin further asserted that, like Abraham
Lincoln, he could very well say, “ I have always plucked a
thistle and planted a flower wherever I felt a flower would
grow.” It is Mr. Champlin’s hobby which forms the basis for
Haven Hill Farms. His herds of prize guernsey cows are
raised for breeding and show purposes. At present he has
an even hundred. The modern barn is considered a model
structure. A tent goes up on the grounds when Mr. Champ
lin entertains the New Hampshire Guernsey Cattle Club for
their Parish Shows.
Actually there are many farms combined in the
Champlin’s 2200 acres. Men who are employed on the estate
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live with their families in the eight or nine farm houses on
the grounds and a great part of the acreage is made up of
pasture land and fields for growing the various fodders for
the animals. The Champlins keep two saddle horses, main
ly for their guests.
Mr. Champlin’s constant companion as he strolls
about the farm is his English Setter, Spottie. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Champlin have their own small building in which to
house some of their own particular hobbies and recreational
facilities. A large fireplace area was built close by Mr.
Champlin’s neat cottage. Mrs. Champlin has her “ Project
House” where she entertains various community groups and
which she built primarily to aid in her work with the Garden
Clubs of the state and country.

The Champlins, unlike many ardent garden enthusi
asts, do not labor for their own joy alone. They prefer to
share their gardens with others and each season brings in
numerable guests.
The Champlins were chosen to entertain the wives
of the governors of the United States and their staff ladies
at the time of the Governors’ Conference, held at the Wentworth-by-the-Sea, several years ago. Benefits have been
given on this Estate for the Frisbie Memorial Hospital and
the Crippled Children’s Hospital now under construction at
Crotched Mountain. The Champlins’ swimming pool has
been shared by boys from the Army, Navy, and Marine
Corps. The various organizations of which Mrs. Champlin
is an active member hold at least one meeting a year at the
Champlin residence. Among these are the New Hampshire
Wellesley Club, the Altar Guild of the Rochester Congrega
tional Church, and the Haven Hill Garden club. National
meetings of the New Hampshire Federated Garden Clubs
have also taken place here on various occasions.
Mrs. Champlin served as President of the National
Council of State Garden Clubs, Inc., during 1945-1947. In
her two years in this office she traveled in more than 30
states, visiting clubs, speaking and broadcasting. She is still
belo w

—

T H E O T H E R E N D O F T H E L I V I N G ROOM features a picture
window overlooking one of the gardens on the North side of the
house, with white birches and evergreens in the background. On
each side of this window are paintings of Mr. Champlin and Mrs.
Champlin. Mrs. Champlin’s flower arrangements in the living room
carry out the colors in the room, many of which were taken from
the dress in the painting . . . a lovely gossamer frock of orchid, blue
and palest pink. There is a third focal point in this room seen at the
right in this picture, hut better viewed from the dining room doorway.
Here Mrs. Champlin places her main flower arrangement with two
figurines in lavender and rose at its base. Two colonial petit point
chairs flank the table and each chair has its own individual table,
holding, incredibly enough, an ash tray with exactly the same colors
as found in its adjoining chair.

from class to juke-box meetin’
place, you’ll wear and love these
clever little gadabouts . . .
American Girl styles them to a
college girl’s taste — prices
them easily within her allow
ance!
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A

S T O R E S IN P O R T S M O U T H
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E

AND D O V ER, N EW

S
H A M P S H IR E
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R IG H T
W H IL E T H E

D IN IN G ROOM has

aspects of formality, it is also a
room of undeniable friendliness.
Around its mahogany table much
good conversation has passed and
its old bull’s eye (or Ghirondel)
mirror has looked down upon many
distinguished guests. The panelling
here is ivory and the Oriental rugs
prominently contain rose, aqua and
cream, while the draperies are
deep rose with a floral design of
the last two colors. The screen at
left is ivory with aqua and rose,
and the damask seats of the chairs
are also in rose. Even in the ar
rangement of the glassware in her
cabinets Mrs. Champlin achieves a
unison of color. The one between
the windows in the picture holds
dozens of goblets, champagne and
sherry glasses from crystal clear
to aqua, powder blue, and flame,
all placed to please the sensitive
eye. Because the solid silver tea
service at the right was given
to Mrs. Champlin by her aunt, the
late Miss Annie Wallace, of Roches
ter, it is a much prized possession.
In the foreground beyond the scope
of the picture is a Dutch door
overlooking
the
garden.
Sun
streams in from its opened half
and in winter birds approach the
feeding station built into the win
dow beside it. A corner cabinet is
filled with old tea sets and other
valued pieces belonging to both
members of the family. Among
these are an entire lavender lustre
set and a set of gold banded China.

builping

l \ l uL 'lh a

g

z su p p u fS

We have the largest stock
of building materials in our
history.
Contact us for
building service.

complete

Free Plan Books.
Serving Southeastern N. H.
and Maine.

LITTLEFIELD
LUMBER CO.
“ E v e ry t h in g to Build A n y t h in g ”
21 G R E E N S T .

P H O N E 165

P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.
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ABOVE —
T H E C H I N EC E RCOM overlooks the sunporch and contains a number of Oriental pieces. The Chinese
rugs on the floor are of deep blue and cream. The draperies and couch are of the same material
in an aqua silk with a small floral pattern of rose and pink. The paint of the room is soft aqua. The
fireplace is made of field stones from the farm and the figurines in its niche above, represent the
eight Chinese immortals. In the middle are the two little Chinese dragons which are supposed to
guard not only the home, but what is said and done within it. In the bookcases are several treasures
brought back by Mrs. 'Champlin from journeys in the United States as well as Japan, China, India,
and the Continent.

P lanning a N ew Home?

THEN CONTACT THE
T H I S IN V IT IN G

D O O R W A Y constitutes the front entrance to Mrs.

Champlin’s Project House. The gray stones which form the steps
were gathered on the farm. The climbing roses are all pastel tints
of pink and yellow and on the steps are pots of pink geraniums,
green ivy, and Vinca. The house is painted white with aqua blinds.

Kaye Realty C om pany
direct builder agents for the shoreline area

a member of the Board of Directors of the National Council
as well as Life Membership Chairman. Her sphere of inter
est is so broad that only a part could be included in a feature
the size of this one, for Mrs. Champlin is known throughout
the country for her gardening and organization achieve
ments, in recognition of which she received an award from
the National Garden Institute. The Texas Federation of
Garden Clubs named a new yellow daylily in her honor. A
hibridized variety, the Helen Hussey Champlin Hemerocallis
first went on the market last year and holds a place of hon
or in her garden. She was a delegate to President1Truman's
Highway Conference when she was guest for tea at the
White House. She was one of the founders of the Lilac Ar
boretum at the University of New Hampshire and she suc
ceeded in having the Legislature recognize the purple lilac
as New Hampshire’s State Flower. Mrs. Champlin was a
member of the Board of Managers of the Colonial Dames of
New Hampshire and had full charge of the Colonial Dames
garden at the Moffatt-Ladd House in Portsmouth for three
years. She now heads the Patriotic Service Committee of
the Colonial Dames.
The Champlins feel the spiritual influence of their
gardens and as they open them to friends and events they
believe that some of this is imparted to their guests. One
year they held an unforgetable Easter Sunrise Service at
their fireplace area for the youth of the Rochester Con
gregational Church. “ If you could have seen their serious
young faces and heard their clear young voices — if you
could have seen their unaffected reaction to the beauty of
the early morning and the thrilling Easter message,” re
calls Mrs. Champlin, “ I am sure you would have known,
as the poet did, that God walked in our garden that day.”

You can be the proud owner
of a ranch-type home like the
one pictured above — in a
new development. There are
five rooms all on one floor . . .
a combination living room
and dinette that holds a
world of easy living comfort,
three sun-filled bedrooms
with adequate closet space, a
modern kitchen and bath.
You’ll be amazed at the ef
ficiency of its well-lighted
kitchen, a room the little
woman will truly appreciate.
Hardwood floors throughout
enhance the beauty of the in
terior, while complete insula
tion, a full basement, and an
oil-fired steam-heating plant
make it a practical buy for
the New England homeown
er. Such a house can be built
for about $10,000.00.

GOVERNMENT
CONTROLS HAVE
BEEN RELAXED
making it possible for
you to build your own
home now !
We have practical plans
for homes to suit almost
any budget.
Call or write for additional
information.

We have a selection of other homes — some for as little
as $7,500.00. F. H. A. Terms.

The

Kaye Realty
C om pany

The

GEO.

D.

BOULTER

CO.

93 EXETER ROAD

COAL - COKE - RANGE and FUEL OIL
INSURANCE
39 G O V T . S T R E E T

—

K IT T ER Y ,

HAMPTON, N. H.

Telephone Hampton 713 or 747
ME.
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T O P R IG H T
A L M O S T C O N S T A N T L Y IN U S E for Community
affairs is the Project House. Finished from an old
corn barn it is embellished with entrances on both
sides and a round solarium at the back. When this
building was in the process of reconstruction, the
insurance agent asked Mr. Champlin, “What am
I going to call this now. I can’t keep on insuring
this as the old corn barn.” Mr. Champlin replied.
“ I don’t know. I have nothing to do with this. It’s
mother’s project.” Thus, on the insurance books
even today it is called “ Mother’s Project” .

KENTILE

FLOORS

*

...fordesigning women!

You clever women with your own ideas
—no longer satisfied with floors by the
roll... you started the square by square
way to choose floors. Now you create
floors with Kentile — combine a host of
colors to create the floor pattern you
especially want. Kentile is first choice
for other reasons, too. Colors go through
to the back (can’t wear off). Superdurable because it’s 100% floor (no
felt or other backing). We’d like to tell
you more about Kentile. Drop over, or
phone and we’ll gladly come over with
samples, give free estimates, serve any
way we can.

M. J. Murphy & Sons
IN C O R PO R A TED

Dover - Portsmouth - Manchester

CEN TER —
T H E F I R E P L A C E A R E A , where so many successful parties have been held. Outdoor

McCUE MOTOR

SALES

cooking is always fun here. Almost every club with which the entire family is
connected has been entertained in this spot which was also the scene of a unique
Easter Sunrise Service, held for the youth of the Congregational Church.

The Best in Used Cars
and Trucks
120 State St., Portsmouth
Telephones
Portsmouth 404
Newington 755

Austin - Cadillac - GMC
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BO TTO M —
MR. C H A M P L I N ’S P L A Y H O U S E was built originally as a playhouse for the whole
family and even today it is used for informal family parties. It is much smaller
than the “ Project House” and, therefore, more intimate and pleasant. Quite masculine
in its color scheme and design, it is really a man’s sanctuary. Red geraniums add an
effective note to its white painted walls and green blinds.

Big

Job
Little

of “ Mother’s Project” shows the auditorium, the walls of
which are pine panelled. Called the Garden Room, the decorations follow that theme.
Above the maple piano the shadow box, painted a combination of pale pink and rose,
is used for real flower pictures which Mrs. Champlin arranges according to the seasons.
Early apple blossoms, then lilacs and tulips are followed by pale pink and rose
peonies, gladioli and zinnias, and in the Fall chrysanthemums and colored oak leaves.
Each light is shaded with a watering can, handpainted with flowers, beneath which
are such garden implements as rakes, hoes, trowels, and forks. The color scheme of
the room is rose and aqua with many of the metal chairs being painted one color with
seats contrasting. Two antique chairs grace the stage. The solarium seen through
the doorway, is more or less of a living room with fireplace and couches, tables, etc.
This “ Project House” relieves the insecurity of having to postpone any scheduled
events, and people come to the Champlins rain or shine. Many lecturers have brought
overflow crowds on garden club, state or national, occasions and the house already
is not big enough. It fills the need of the entire family, however, even to the parties
for Mr. Champlin, the Champlin Juniors, and the four little grandchildren, who
recently entertained eighty young friends.
T H IS

IN TER IO R

or
Job

V IEW

Whether you’re planning to add a few
shelves to your pantry or to build a
new home . . . your best choice for
lumber and building supplies is the
DIAMOND MATCH COMPANY.
You’ll be sure of getting the finest
lumber available . . . and at prices
that invite comparison.

Quality

R O C K ST .

and

T E L . 412

Econom y

P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.

C A M P B E L L ’S

m »*«i

Footwear for the entire family.
WALK-OVER
BOSTONIAN

ARCH PRESERVER
PHYSICAL CULTURE

ENNA JETTICK
M A R KET SQUARE

T H E F A M I L Y ’S F A V O R I T E E N T R A N C E is this one on the South side of the house.
Its seclusion is made more pleasant by the window boxes of pink and lavender petunias.
The garden chairs are white with aqua trim.

S. A. DOW & SON
Associate of S. S. Pierce Co.
Q U A L I T Y M E A T S AND G R O C E R I E S

PORTSM OUTH

Meet Your Friends in The Shoreliner!

l$eC
ocke s. IRettle
S e a h r o o k , m . S i . Specializing in Parties and i Banquets

Hardware and General Merchandise
Headquarters for Pittsburgh Paints
A T L A N T I C A V E ., NO. H A M P T O N — T E L . R Y E B E A C H 126-3

DELWYN E. PHILBRICK — ROLAND 0. R. DIONNE
TELEPHONE SEABROOK 818

RIGHT —
A

FA M ILY

P IC N IC

AREA

is

located in the background of the
swimming pool. This sheltered
sunny garden is a popular place
with young guests. Twenty-four
veterans from the Portsmouth
Naval Hospital were recently
entertained here.
BELOW —
MRS. W I L L I A M H. C H A M P L I N ,
SR., was photographed in the foun

tain garden. The Champlin gardens
grew with the house, bringing about
a metamorphosis that is more re
markable when one remembers
that the beauty of these patterned
grounds was created from meadows
and hayfields. Together Mr. and
Mrs. Champlin plotted, planned,
shaped and measured, selected
and disgarded, until today each
garden tells a different story, but
is an integral part of the whole
picture — symmetrical, serene and
infinitely lovely. Mrs. Champlin
carries her aptitude for color into
every room in her home where
floral arrangements carry out hues
in rugs and upholstery.

.flfa n tin g <Season

is here

again

Get geared up with
the best at . . .
The Shoreline’s great big Sportsmen's Store

NEAL

HARDWARE

O P E N M ON DAY T H R U S A T U R D A Y
D UR H AM D O V E R RD. R T . 108

8 AM T I L 9 PM
T E L . D O V E R 95-R

“ 5 Minutes from Dover’s Lower Square”
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Mrs. Champlin was referring to the lovely familiar poem
of Thomas Edward Brown which runs . . .
“ A garden is a lovesome thing, God w ot!
Rose plot,
Fringed pool,
Ferned grot —
The veriest school
Of peace; and yet the fool
Contends that God is not —
Not God! in gardens! when eve is cool?
Nay, but I have a sign:
’Tis very sure God walks in mine.”
The Champlins have one son, William H. Champlin,
Jr., a Marine Veteran of World War II, who is associated
with his father. The son is married to the former Virginia
Spaulding and they have four daughters: Susan Elizabeth,
Carrie Mar, Jane Ellen, and Vera Lynne. Young Champlin
inherits his mother’s talent for music and was leader of
the Phillips Exeter Academy and the Yale bands. He and his
family live right next door to the Champlins on adjoining
property.
Keen proponents of Conservation, the Champlins
are particularly fond of their Nature Trail, a winding five
mile road which traverses through the pines of the green
hill in the background of their home. Along this trail grow
all the wild, dearly loved flowers of New Hampshire but,
most interesting of all, Mr. Champlin has replanted millions
of Pine seedlings to supplement the natural growth and to
take the place of many lost through forest fire.
Although the Champlin gardens are outstanding
at any time of the year, they are especially wonderful in
the Spring when the scores of lilacs are in bloom and the
thousands of tulips form drifting masses of brilliant color.
It seems difficult to believe that all this was once
rough field and meadow. How fortunate it is that the two
people who are most responsible for creating so much
beauty have not sought to keep it for themselves. Their
gardens now seem less like private possessions than like
invitations to all who enjoy sunshine, bird songs, and the
joyous colors brought so harmoniously together on this
extraordinary estate.

FRANK

D.

BUTLER

MRS. L O U I S E B U T L E R

AGENCY

HARTLEY

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE
5 Market Street

Telephone 818

Portsmouth, N. H.

Favorite Restaurant Recipe
Three years ago this month, the Flagstones Restaur
ant was opened to the public. Since then it has taken its
place among the top favorite eating places in the shoreline
area. It is an attractive brown building with bright red trim,
on Route 16 in Newington, N. H. The friendly proprietors,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. Demarais, have had twenty-seven
years of experience in the food business, a factor which has
helped them in all the many phases of service to both the
local and traveling clientele. Mr. and Mrs. Demarais are as
sisted in the business by their son, Melvin. Superb meals,
served with the extra touches which add something special
to a perfect dinner, are the key to the success which Flag
stones has enjoyed in so short a period of time.
Melvin Demarais declares this recipe to be the most
asked-for of the many specialties which he and his parents
delight in preparing for their customers.

“ 4 6 tim es
a week
I stooped to straighten
m y scatter

“ Rug Anchor” is a sponge rubber rug
underlay designed to go under small
rugs and help make them stay put. It
helps prevent rugs from slipping, slid
ing or creeping. Makes rugs last long
er because it cushions the rug and
prevents dirt from floor reaching un
derside of the rug. Won’t harbor
E V E N T H E B U S Y D A Y S spent operating a restaurant cannot keep
“ Mel” Demarais, host at Flagstones, l'rom maintaining his reputation
as one of the Shoreline area’s finest golfers. This picture, as the
smile might indicate, was taken just after the completion of a
sub-par round.

Filet Mignon En Casserole
Ingredients:
Chicken Stock
Tenderloin Steak
Fresh Green Beans
Mushrooms
Fresh Wax Beans
Sherry Wine
Small Boiled Onions
Claret Wine
Mashed Potatoes
Consomme
Bring to a boil the Chicken Stock, Consomme, and a
small amount of Sherry Wine. Thicken with flour and water,
and add the Mushrooms and vegetables. Saute the steak, cut
in small pieces, in butter and Claret Wine until brown. Then
place steak in a casserole dish, and cover with sauce. Gar
nish with Mashed Potatoes by forcing them through a pas
try bag, and bake in a hot oven until tender.

moths. Safeguard your family against
costly, painful falls by putting “ Rug
Anchor” under scatter rugs.

MARGESON’S
Headquarters for fine furniture for over 50 years

64 Vaughan St.

Portsmouth, N . H .

Telephone

570
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BEFO RE —
T H E S E V IE W S OF T H E

H O R N B U R I A L G R O U N D in Somersworth show what years of neglect had done to an historic spot. The
Somersworth Woman’s Club, under the direction of Miss A. Katheryn Royce, President, and Mrs. Edwin Furlong, Chairman of the
Civics Department, enlisted the aid of several other organizations and individuals toward the end of re-establishing some measure of
dignity and order to this final resting place of many early settlers.

New Hampshire's Answer
to the UTTERBUG
By Roland W. Higgins

At a luncheon held in the pine-shaded pavilion at Bear
Brook State Park, the fourth annual New Hampshire Road
side Improvement Contest came to a close with the award
ing of over a thousand dollars in prizes to individuals and
groups whose efforts have helped to keep our state one of the
nation’s bright spots in an era marked by the abuse and
neglect of public lands.
This contest, sponsored each year by a group of state
agencies in cooperation with civic and sportsmen’s groups
throughout the state, is credited by Governor Adams with
being responsible for many of the favorable reports from
out-of-state visitors, who have written to the Planning and

= C alefs=
SNAPPY OLD CHEESE
“ (fivery bite tastes right”
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Development Commission in response to a recent survey.
“ Seldom,” says the Governor, “ has a thousand dollars bought
so much.”
Among the list of prize winning organizations are
several Shoreline area groups, including the Pioneer Gar
den Club of Dover, the Haven Hill Garden Club of Rochester,
the Somersworth Woman’s Club, the Madbury Community
Club, and the Dover Federated Garden Clubs.
Typical of the projects undertaken by these groups
was the restoration of the Horn Burial Ground in Somers
worth, a community project engaged in by the city High
way Department, the American Legion, and several civicminded private citizens, all under the directorship of the
Somersworth Woman’s club who was deeded the Burial
Ground by Mrs. Clara B. Carr. The accompanying photo
graphs illustrate better than words how a tangled mass of
fallen trees and underbrush was transformed into a peaceful
resting place for some of the city’s earliest residents. Aside
from the satisfaction of seeing a difficult job well completed,
those who participated in the work had the added pleasure
of re-discovering the lost graves of two Revolutionary War
veterans. Some of the volunteer workers even found among
the battered slate stones the names of ancestors long for
gotten. A complete listing of the epitaphs, most of which are
in the effusive language common to the early 19th century,
provides an historical document which had previously been
unavailable anywhere in the city. Such sentiments as the
following show the esteem in which those buried here were

held. That this feeling has not died is evidenced by the care
which the cemetery has lately received.
Luellah Plummer, 1835
How short the race our friend has run!
Cut down in all her bloom.
The course, but yesterday begun,
Now finished in the tomb.
Another reads: .
“ Mary E., daughter of Captain Roswell, 1829, Fare
well, beloved Mary. Thou now art transplanted to a Clime
more congenial, a far brighter shore, where thy soul, with
new glories, is ever enchanted and death, pain and sickness
are suffered no more.”
This magazine has heartily endorsed the contest and
is eager to back any group who strives to stop the bottle and
trash throwing public from defacing the countryside. Not
only does this N. H. contest committee help to rectify the
unsightly areas created by selfish picnickers or sportsmen, it
also awards prizes for control of insects and plant pests, the
creation of way-side picnic areas and city and town parks,
and improvement of such spots as dumps, gravel pits, waste
areas, etc. In a concurrent contest sponsored by the Gulf Oil
Company two Shoreline men were awarded cash prizes and
plaques for their work in improving the appearance of their
filling stations. R. M. Scott of Dover and W. P. White of
Hampton were the winners of these awards against state
wide competition.
Any individual or organization wishing to enter next
year’s contest may obtain information from Francis Robin
son, Chairman, Roadside Contest Committee, Durham, New
Hampshire. Your efforts may not win a prize, but they are
sure to earn the gratitude of a motoring public, and to give
you a prideful sense of accomplishment which will make
them well worth while.

no work...no worry
Mo M otfcs/

no w ork ... Simply put
x p e i x o Hangers in closets,
and sprinkle Crystals in chests
anddrawers... no w orry. ..“ex-ray * Vapor penetrates every
seamand fold of agarment—spots not reachedby sprays...
no moths... all moth life is quickly destroyed by “ex-ray”
Vapor. At department, drug, grocery and hardware stores.

E

e x -t& y * tis p o r

Figurines
Charming, graceful white
figurines to decorate for
gifts or for your own home.
A great variety of pieces
from which to choose.
Prices start at only lCc
AFTER —
T H I S P I C T U R E , taken just three months later, is adequate proof that the efforts of the Woman’s
Club members and their assistants were well wor th while. This pleasant glen, long unnoticed by
passers-by while it remained a jungle of weeds an d uncut grass, has been transformed into one of
the most appealing historic spots in Somersworth. Miss Bessie L. Freeman, historian of the project,
sums up the end result of the work in her histor y. “ They made,” she says, “a neglected spot in the
heart of the city into a place of peaceful beauty . . . and removed the apathy and indifference which
was obliterating the memory of their city founders.”

H C I T T
W E N T W O R T H
Central Ave.

Dover, N. H.
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C o u n try S ch o o ld a y s
By Ruth M. Hill

“ Still sits the school-house by the road,
A ragged beggar sunning;
Around it still the sumachs grow,
And blackberry vines are running.
Within, the master’s desk is seen,
Deep scarred by raps official;
The warping floor, the battered seats,
The jack knife’s carved initial.

T H E R E IS A W I S T F U L , L O N E L Y L O O K about these old country schools, abandoned
with boarded windows. Many farm boys and girls walked as much as two miles across
lots, over fields and woodlands, to get to the Pond School (above). The door, locked
now, leads to an entry where “ dinner buckets” once lined the floor in a row. Near
this school a sparkling clear brook flowed into Pleasant pond. At recess, hanging over
the banks of quiet pools, farm boys became fishermen as they stretched out brown arms
to catch suckers by the tails. The big ledge at the back of the school was where boys
and girls ate their lunch or played pick-knife or mumble-peg. Among the “ favorite”
teachers who presided over the Pond School at different times through the years were
Miss Cora Brown and Miss Etta Chase.

Bowing to the traditions of a nation of progress,
the one room country school is fast disappearing. The little
red schoolhouse no longer provides for the educational
needs of children in a world where science sometimes seems
more vital than religion and business acumen more import
ant man culture.
Most of our modern village schools, however, com
bine the best of the old system with the proficiency of the
new . . . and it is only in memory that we actually like to
go back to the rural schools of long ago. Of course, there’ll
always be a twinge of sorrow for the sophisticated child
of today who is unfamiliar with such simple things as
violets and lady slippers behind a gray stone wall, gathered
for the teacher or perhaps, providing a lesson in botany.
It was not without a sigh or two for cherished mem
ories that a new school building was dedicated last
month in Deerfield, N. Ii. . . . typical farming community
served until this year by the four individual district
sc-hoolhouses, which are all that remain of the many that
dotted the township a century ago. Of modern design from
lighting to lunchroom, the new building sets on an open
elevation with the Pawtuckaway Mountains in the back
ground, offering wide, beautiful views from classroom
windows. The dedication marks two hundred years of
deep interest on the part of the people of Deerfield in the
education of their children.
A look into its history books reveals that in 1750 the
villagers petitioned at town meeting that “ South West
Parish” should become a separate town for “ educational
and religious advantages.” At that time, Deerfield was a
32

The charcoal frescos on its wall;
Its doo7’’s worn sill, betrayjng
The feet that, creeping sloiv to school,
Went sto7-ming out to playing!”
Whittier

part of Nottingham, by charter given in 1722. Although
the petition was not definitely granted until January,
1776, the families (who were energetically clearing tne
“ oak, pine, hemlock, maple and beach forest” that covered
the rolling hills around the Pawtuckaway mountains) main
tained their own schools.
A town record of June 9, 1774 states, “ Schoole is
to be kept this term at the North Sid . . . ” A census of the
town in 1785 records 250 males under 16 years of age and
an inventory, dated 1777, records 373 acres of tillage land,
932 acres of mowing land, and 1791 acres of pasture.
After school hours, the boys of that day chopped firewood
and helped to build the stone walls that still stand around
those hard earned acres.
In 1798, in addition to supporting a district school,
five public-spirited men of the Parade, among them Gen
eral Benjamin Butler, founded a high school. The Parade
was then a brisk business center on the main road between
Portsmouth, N. H. and Vermont, with stores and taverns
and a considerable trade in lumber. Most of the families
were of wealth and culture whose members became doctors,
lawyers or statesmen. Phineas Howe, a young lawyer
became the first Preceptor of the Academy. It was a
flourishing school, but in 1842 the building was destroyed
by fire.
New School Plans Began 11 Years Ago
The idea for a modern, consolidated school started
about eleven years ago with the Rev. Carolyn Ferguson
Scott and school board members, Lewin Stevens and Lester
Maynard. Active assistants were Mrs. Nancy Stevens and

L I T T L E C O U N T R Y P U P I L S posed with their teachers about 1890, outside the schoolhouse at Deerfield Parade. The teacher
at the extreme left was Miss Georgetta “ Georgie” Stevens, later Mrs. Maloon. This schoolhouse is still standing, and in fact, was in
use until this year. Notice the sailor hats and flowing ties of some of the young gentlemen in the picture.

THESE

Superintendent Murray Watson. Sixty thousand dollars
were necessary for the proposed building, a large sum for
a farming community. With the first gift from Mrs. George
B. White of $12,000 (hence, the name, “ The George B.
White School” ) plans were decidedly underway. Through
the efforts of Mr. Ladd, brother of Mrs. George Harvey,
the bequest of the George Harvey property was obtained
for the school site. With two busses transporting the pupils,
school sessions began in February, 1951.
The four district schoolhouses now standing were sold
to aid the building fund, as was the remainder of the
Harvey estate. Three of these little schools will be re
modeled into homes; the one at the Center will become the
American Legion Hall. Although only these four remain,
a history record of 1878 lists 16 districts.
Deerfield’s present town clerk, Charles Rand, tells

that in those days one superintendent of schools was
elected at town meeting, but each district had a moderator
and a Prudential Committee. When Mr. Rand was a
schoolboy, the number of districts had diminished to thir
teen. Some of the schoolhouses, like “ No. 1” , were called
by the district number, while others had descriptive names
such as “ The Birches” or “ Mt. Delight” , recalling memories
of an October morning, crisp mountain air, hoar frost
sparkling in bright sunshine and from behind a spelling
book the whisper, “ Walnuts are falling. We’ll get some
at recess.”
Other districts were named “ West Deerfield” and
“ South Road” . The land at South Road had been cleared
by the White family who, history says, “ added much to the
good reputation of the neighborhood.”
Mr. Rand remembers the time when there were two
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S T R A N G E L Y Q U I E T after so many years of clam
orous activity, the Deerfield Parade School stands
now a curious attraction to passersby. Folks peer
through the wide key-hole into the dusty interior
where youngsters from tlie tender age of five up to
a gauky seventeen once worried their way through
the three ”R’s” . Beginning in the fall each boy took
Ms turn filling the woodbox and several boys were
delegated in succession to come a little earlier to
build the day’s tire in the big box stove. Here teach
er’s blackboard pointer maintained discipline over
even the biggest farm boy. Backs, fingers, or bottoms
. . . which ever happened to be handiest, felt its
stinging smack with startling regularity. Such
luxuries as swings or see-saws were unknown to the
country “kids” who passed sunny hours playing tag,
duck on a rock, fox and hounds, and drop the hand
kerchief (unless the girls were too shy.)

schools on the Pawtuckaway Mountain road with an enroll
ment of seventy pupils. Now the mountain farms in that
school district have long been deserted with not a single
child to send to school. The schoolhouse at “ No. 6” , some
times called the Clark District, was built by F. P. James,
one of Deerfield’s famous sons, who gained wealth and
position in New York. He also gave the town a library,
built at the Center in 1912. Like many other schools that
have gone, the James’ school-building burned. The old “ box”
cast-iron stove, heaped full with wood to make the drafty
classroom even moderately warm, was a major fire hazard.
The long funnel was usually full of soot and with sparks
from a blazing chimney, a little schoolhouse was gone in a
puff of smoke.
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Sugar Doughnuts

ON

Cinnamon Doughnuts

THE

Chocolate Doughnuts

BEST

Chocolate-Coconut Do-nuts
Coconut Doughnuts

always order

Honey Dip Doughnuts
M

&

Hand-Cut Doughnuts

M

Jelly Doughnuts

At the Old Center on Meetinghouse Hill, there was
still another school. Although it was on the highest eleva
tion still suitable for farming, some of the earliest settle
ments were in this neighborhood. Here a tract of land
was given to the first settled minister. With much toil, tne
frame of a meetinghouse was “ tugged up the steep acclivity,
where worshippers could overlook all the little kingdoms of
the world.” In 1800 the scenic Old Center was considered
for the State Capitol for it had “ an intelligent and virtuous
population,” and like the Parade was a busy Portsmouth-toVermont business center.
On the north side of town between Saddleback
mountain and the Parade, the “ Coffee Town” school was
built. It is said that this district acquired the name because
neighbors of a man named Godfrey thought that he made
extravagant use of the new drink, coffee. It is probable that
Mr. Godfrey also tried to raise coffee as was being done in
numerous places at the time. As one historian said of the
district, “ Surely the name is agreeable and seems to emit
an aroma that is quite exhilarating and may have con
tributed much towards the peace and quietness of the good
families residing in this quarter.”
In the middle 1800’s a New Center was established
on a pleasant site half way between the Old Center and
the Parade. Three churches were built there and across
from them a large two-story town hall. Soon after the
Academy burned, the high school was housed in the second
floor auditorium of the hall.
Mrs. Charles Rand gave the author a delightful
account of her school days there when she was 16 — 64
years ago 1She came from the Parade. The pupils all walked
to school, many coming several miles from distant farms
and hilly crossroads. Forty boys and girls, meeting and
walking together with Latin books under their arms,
trudged through snowdrifts or springtime mud or bright
autumn leaves. They talked of algebra or poetry, quoting
from Whittier’s “ The Corn Song” (supposed to have been
recited by the schoolmaster at a husking bee) :
“ Heap high the golden corn,”
With a Greek history under each arm and johnny-cake
in each lunch pail:

Creme-filled Doughnuts
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Either afternoon or evening
Our new automatic pin-setting
devices are the latest thing in
bowling.
Hours 9 am to 12 pm
E X E T E R B O W LIN G
10 Columbus Ave.

A LLEYS
Exeter

“ There, richer than the fabled gift
Apollo showered of old,
Fair hands the broken grains shall sift,
And knead its meal of gold.”
This phrase particularly applied:
“ The cluster from the vine.”
Picking grapes was their favorite sport. Wild grape vines
on roadside walls and high on trees tempted the boys to
climb after the purple clusters. It was even more exciting to
hop over walls, gaily evading the frowns of jelly-minded
housewives. Not always did their trespassing meet with
disapproval. At the James place there was an especially
delicious variety. One day Mrs. James came out and in
her hands was a big tin dishpan full of grapes which she
gave to the children. There was a twinkle in her eye that
seemed to say, “ You would have had more fun stealing
them.”
When the town hall was to be used for an evening
entertainment, the school desks had to be packed away by
the pupils . . . From the way Mrs. Rand smiled as she
recalled it, this must have been fun, offering a chance for
hurried whispers, or perhaps an unexpected way of avoid
ing an ill-prepared lesson.
Escapade in 1887
Among other memories of those long ago school
days, Mrs. Rand had one special story, that of an escapade
that took place when she was sixteen. In those years there
was a considerable amount of maple syrup and sugarmade in Deerfield. That spring the sap was running late,
for the weather was cold with April snow. Along with
the middle of the month came that unique New Hampshire
holiday known as Fast Day. Supposedly, a legal holiday,
it caused, nonetheless, arguments as to whether school
should keep or not. Since the teacher insisted on keeping
the high school open, the pupils started from their homes
for school as usual. As they walked along, the group in
creasing, there was grumbling, debate and a stir of
rebellion. Then, someone told of a sugaring-off to take place
that day, of a sugar house deep in the maple woods and a
good-humored farmer who would wink at their truancy.
It was an April morning . . . with slushy, trodden snow, a
low gray sky and a southeast wind damply blowing against
young cheeks. Such classic tales as the search for “ The
Golden Fleece” seemed dull prose compared to the poetry
of that New England day. Only two pupils went on to
school. The othev thirty-eight tramned to the sugar lot
with its tall leafless maples, each with its sap-spout and
bucket. There was the taste of sweet, cool sap and a ride
on the sled as the big, red oxen plodded slowly through the
grove for the sap gathering. The scene included a blue
jay noisily expressing his opinion, and fluffy little chick
adees clinging to the underside of branches, wet snow
patched over the sodden brown carpet of leaves, and the
smell of nines and the sound of crows cawing in the hill
pasture. Then, came the sugaring off. Hot. thick syrup was
spread on snow to cool into delicious chewy candy, the
sugar in little warm cakes. Pure ambrosia!
Shining childhood memories . . . that remain lonoafter the knowledge of algebra equations has been forgotten!
You may be sure that many of the elder citizens at the
Deerfield school dedication were thinking such thoughts
as they watched the ceremony. No doubt, they were
also fervently hoping that the young pupils of this new
George B. White School would have such wholesome, happy
recollections of their modern country school days!

Career Courses
in Business and Drafting

at THE McINTOSH COLLEGE
Myrtle and Orchard Aves.

Tel. Dover, N. H. 889

That’s right! We’re so positive
you’ll save fuel oil by replacing
your present oil burner with a
Timken Silent Automatic WallFlame Oil Burner that we’ll guar
antee fuel oil savings in writing
— on a money-back, burner-back
basis! Only we offer you this
■written guarantee! Here’s how
we’ll do it. First, we’ll test your
present oil burner, and— based
on the results of this test— we’ll
tell you how much fuel you can
save by replacing with a Timken
Silent Automatic. If you decide
to buy, we’ll give you a written
guarantee of these savings. Phone
us today and find out how easy it
is to save fuel money while enjoy
ing the quietest, cleanest oil heat
money can buy— Timken Silent
Automatic Oil Heat!

GUARANTEED
FUEL OIL

GET THIS EFFICIENCY TEST
OF YOUR PRESENT OIL BURNER!

Regardless of its make or type, we
will give you a complete scientific
test of your present oil burner,
using approved laboratory-type in
struments. You will receive a com
prehensive written report on its
operating efficiency and a detailed
estimate on how much you will
save with a Timken Silent Auto
matic Wall-Flame Oil Burner.
Phone us today! No obligation.

LORD & KEENAN
45 Broadway

Dover, N. H.
Telephone Dover 1122
163 Islington Street
Portsmouth, N. H.
Telephone Portsmouth 3220
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Lamie’s Tavern is justly proud of its
reputation for fine New England meals,
served in a traditionally famous atmosphere.
Folks appreciate such little extras as special
menus for children, plentiful parking space,
and special attention to every detail. You.
too, will find Lamie’s the ideal place for a
family dinner.

LAM IE'S

By Justine Flint Georges

“Quest for the Lost City”
By Dana and Gin ger Lam b. H a rp e r & B ro th ers, New Y o r k . P ric e $4.00

TAVERN
HAMPTON CENTER, N. H.
Where Route One Meets Route 10T-C

Longer Life
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hotCLEAN RUGS

AND CARPETS
A c t u a l l y . . . you
save money by having your rugs
and carpets shampooed regu
larly— because they will last
longer! Razor-sharp particles
of grit, deeply embedded in the
pile, will cut through the soft
wool tufts, unless removed by
yearly sham pooing. Vacuum
cleaning alone is not enough.
• Our System of Rug and Car
pet sham pooing restores the
bright color and beauty. . . re
news the soft“ feel” without tak
ing the life out of the rug.. . all
at moderate prices. Phone us!
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F OR 5 Y E A R S OR WE p A Y THE D A V A C f

When a reviewer becomes so engrossed in a book
that she forgets to take notes, it may be assumed that the
book is indeed extraordinary. Such is Quest for the Lost
City. Adventure, with all its excitement, danger, and sur
prises, plays the paramount role in this true story of two
intrepid young people who set out on foot down the West
coast of Mexico and into the “ forbidden land” of the
Mayas. We recommend this book, unequivocally as one
of the most entertaining stories to be produced in many a
year. The Lambs are an amazing couple and Ginger Lamb
must be one woman in a million. How many others could
set out with their husbands, a pack strapped to their backs,
traveling for weeks on dry rations, without a bath, and—
most distasteful of all, with ugly spiders, poisonous snakes
and quicksand a constant hazzard! To be sure, Dana Lamb
is a most self reliant companion. He seems to know where
he is going even when he must cut his way through walls
of jungle growth. He can fly a plane or ride a horse with
equal ease, is an excellent swimmer and marksman—
although he can trap wild game by primitive methods
should the need arise. Add to these qualities the ability to
repair almost any mechanical contrivance and it can
readily be seen why he and even his wife could be at
home in trackless jungles.
It is difficult to cite any one portion of their travels
to the Lost City as being more thrilling than another. If
one were to be selected, however, it would probably be the
journey under a mountain. The Lambs had tried in vain
for days to ascend a particularly steep and unfriendly
series of cliffs which had to be crossed, if they were to gain
their eoal. These Barrier Cliffs cut through the country
for miles and there seemed no way to get around. After
landslides and one bad fall by Dana, they were about ready
to give up when they discovered a stream which entered a
cave and seemed to run under the mountain. The cavern
was enormous and after a few exploratory trips to insure
the comparative safety of their proposed nlan, the Lambs
set out with their packs into a world of darkness from
which they did not emerge for numerous days and nights.
With torches for their only light, the Lambs cautiously
proceeded through the dampness in the cave, marking their
way with pitch through enormous sub-terranean rooms
and sleeping at night on bumpy uneven rock while stalactites
dripped water on their faces and clothes. One enisode in
this nightmarish tale is described thus bv Mr. Lamb, “ Then
I was awake and shivering with cold. It was the darkest
world to which I had ever opened my eyes Not so much as

an ember of our tiny fire remained. It was a blind world.
A world of ears only. I could hear Ginger’s breathing a few
feet away. My own breathing, the uneven sound of water
dripping and very far away the faint and ghostly whisper
of the river.” It was then that Dana discovered that his fire
wick was soggy which meant their lives depended on his
being able to make a fire by friction. This had to be done
in complete darkness where the very atmosphere exuded
clammy dampness. Of course, Dana did it and the only
comment made by his amazing wife concerned the fact
that his pine fire was ruining her shiny cooking pot. In
their book Dana Lamb shows that he fully appreciates his
wife’s worth. At this point in the story he writes, “ Worried
housewife, indeed! I wondered how many women there
were in the world who could cheerfully set up housekeeping
in the middle of a Stygian black cave, in the middle of a
mountain, in the middle of an unexplored jungle.” By the
time the Lambs emerged from the eternal darkness of the
cavern their appearances left a great deal to be desired.
Writes Dana, “We might have been something dead that
had crawled out of the cave. Our skin and clothes were
covered with soot and pitch, our hair was mussed and
scorched and incredibly filthy, and I had grown a scraggly
beard. Any two chimney sweeps would have made a hand
somer couple.” Often during their travels it seemed as
if the ancient Mayan curse were leveled against them.
No matter how highly this book is recommended
it still strikes each reader with its classical worth. It
lives up to every expectation and adds more genuine
pleasure than one could possibly have foreseen. There are
340 pages, illustrated with 16 pages of photographs. We
can only say . . . read it . . . for here is a saga for all ages,
a journey into the unknown which everyone dreams of
experiencing . . . if only on the printed page.
“OPEN HOUSE”

by

James

Reid

Parker.

Redecorate
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Permanent
W alls and
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Everlasting
Beauty
ECONOMICAL
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T0 INSTALL YOURSELF
to

KEEP SPARKLING

LASTS A LIFETIME

For the largest selection of linoleum, asphalt and rub
ber tiles, and metal mouldings
Visit Us Today

Portsmouth Lino-Mart

Alan's Linoleum

108 M ark et Street
T e l . Portsm outh 3785-W

325 C en tral Ave.
T e l. Dover 2137

Doubleday

and Co., Inc., Garden C it y ; New Y o r k . P ric e $2.75.

If you enjoy the fictional stories in the New Yorker
magazine, you will be enormously amused by James
Parker’s “Open House.” The book contains a series of short
stories or sketches among which one might very easily
discover oneself as a principal character. The very human
foibles of which we all are guilty are mirrored for us here
in startling subtlety. There is the ancestor-worshiping
Southerner, the determined club woman, the jealous hus
band, and the gentleman who could not do mental arith
metic unless he created imaginary dominoes by using his
tongue on the roof of his mouth! While the contents of
Open House will not be remembered by many readers five
days after they have finished the book, it has one character
istic in its favor, at least. It can be read again with the
same heart-warming chuckle a year later!
(Continued on Page 38)

A T H E R T O N ’S
A truly fine name in furniture
Atherton’s is one of New England’s largest
Furniture institutions
VISITORS WELCOME
A wide selection of famous name merchandise plus cour
teous, prompt follow-through service is the cornerstone for
Atherton’s ever expanding reputation.
BUDGET TERM S

A V A ILA B L E

ATHERTON’S—
7 G R E A T S T O R E S IN N E W E N G L A N D
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SH O RELIN E BO O K SH ELF continued

“My Window Looks Down East”
ay

E li n o r G rah a m . T h e M acm illan Company, New Y o r k

“ Our Maine world is best to be seen I think, in early October before
the trees lose their leaves. As the warmth goes out of the ground, all the
hardwood trees bonfire into beauty and the air burns with the aromaitic
incense of the season. It is the time of year when Nature’s beauty rises to
a crescendo and we who live in the country take part in the ceremonial
ritual of fall. We see transfiguration before death and carry the memory
of it through the winter.”
With these words Mrs. Graham begins her reflective essays on
Maine people, their philosophies and environments. While this book is both
entertaining and thought-provoking, it is also somewhat disappointing in
that its author does not seem quite sure of her own beliefs or theories. She
spills forth ideas and ideals with great proficiency, not minding, or per
haps not noticing, that these are often in conflict and, therefore, somewhat
confusing. Mrs. Graham is obviously a most intelligent observer and a keen
student of human behavior. She is sensitive to moods, both in the weather
and in her companions, and is easily influenced by a landscape or a coincid
ence. Her book might well be described in words used by the author herself,
“ Let us say this is a collective impression made up of facts and fancies, for
who can distinguish how
much fact there is in a fancy,
or how much fancy in a fact ?
Or you could call it an isomor
phic representation: occur
You want everything flaw
rences on different levels of
less, smooth, memory-mak
like forms that converge into
ing! Call us today. Let us
one essence.”
help with your wedding re
ception plans — then go
It always gives one a feel
ahead and offer our serv
ing of pleasure to come across
ice with its assurance of
names of familiar places in a
exquisite rightness . . .
book. Since this one is about
within the budget you have
Maine there is bound to be a
set for yourself!
number of settings recogniz
able to shoreline readers. We
were particularly pleased, for
Catering for banquets, re
example, to read that Mrs.
ceptions and parties. No
Graham stopped at the Jarvis
job too large or too small.
Restaurant in Brunswick,
Call us for suggestions
Maine for coffee and dough
and menus.
nuts . . . this being an estab
lishment operated by the
same family as our Jarvis
Restaurant in the shoreline’s
Portsmouth, N. H.
In most ways Mrs. Gra
5 Congress S tre e t
Portsm outh,
ham’s book is most worth
Tele phone Portsmouth 85
while and in many instances
there are passages well worth
quoting and remembering.
“The Quest of the Schooner Argus”

On That D ay!

N. H.

A

Fringed Fancy

B y A la n V il lie r s . C h a rle s S c r ib n e r ’s Sons, New Y o r k . P ric e $3.75

by

$4.95
Very much in the fashion news for Pall, this
beautifully tailored Diagonal Weave Rayon
crepe blouse. Brilliant note in the small
stitched johnny collar, button tab with re
movable fringe scarf. Several colors. Sizes
32 to 38.

■ pm

H. W.

71-75 State St.
38

CO.

Newburyport, Mass.

Alan Villiers has long been known as a talented writer and recorder
of oceanic experiences. In his new book, The Quest of the Schooner Argus,
Mr. Villiers offers an engrossing account of the Portuguese fishermen and
their amazing trips in sailing ships to the Grand Banks off Newfoundland
and to the Greenland fishing grounds in Davis Straits. Mr. Villiers accom
panied the fleet on one of its voyages, and his report describes the incred
ible hardships and admirable spirit of these men who sail so far in the quest
of elusive codfish. The Schooner Argus, on which he was a passenger, was
part of the last working sailing fleet from all Europe. On her decks
were nests of dories, frail little flat-bottomed craft which were launched
every day, the weather permitting, one fisherman to a dory. Skill and
courage were required by the seamen who operated these little rowing
boats in open seas.
Before each voyage the fishermen gathered in a crowded church
for the blessing of their priest. They always recited a small prayer before
taking their turn at the helm or at watch aboard ship. Most of them painted
religious emblems on their dory bows. “ Religion was part of their daily
lives and not a vague feeling, largely bereft of real value to be thought of
only on Sundays.”
Mr. Villiers describes the Argus thusly: “ She was a vessel which
cheerfully put out its anchor upon banks in the open sea, miles from the
sight of any land and with no possible shelter and then proceeded to send
away her crews in fragile little boats without so much as a lifejacket be-

SH O R E LIN E BO OK SH ELF (continued)

rween them. I should have hesitated to launch a life-boat in such seas.”
Says Mr. Villiers, “ The dangers of the doryman’s life are traditional
and remain unchanged — the dangers of swamping, of ; being over
whelmed in the sea, lost in fog, run down by shipping, smashed against his
own ship in a seaway. Alone on the North Atlantic, often out of sight of his
mother ship and 100 miles from the nearest land, his boat without power of
any kind and without even a rudder, with a home-made sail and an oar or
two, — compelled to overload if he is to fish usefully at all, and forced to
remain habitually upon the turbulent water of the fog-bound banks or the
stormy shallow seas off Greenland, never knowing when he leaves his ship
. . . that he will come safely back again at night. It is certain that if he were
not sustained by his religion and his long traditions, he could never venture
to be a doryman.”
In reading this book one thinks often of the Portuguese-American
fishermen who sail out of Gloucester with the daring and skill inherited
The area’s shopping
from such seagoing ancestors. There were, in fact, several Gloucester ships
center for the needs of
fishing in the waters nearby the Argus. Historically, Mr. Villiers tells us,
the businessman, stu
it is fitting that the Portuguese should be the last to send a fleet of sailing
dent, artist, and hobby
ships across the North Atlantic. Long-voyage navigation in that wild
ist.
ocean was pioneered by the Portuguese and the Norwegians who sailed to
these same fishing grounds before the days of Columbus.
The Portuguese Prime Minister, Dr. Salazar, graphically summed up
the independence and working philosophy of these simple men, when he
Many different departments under one roof
said, “ We are neither seduced nor satisfied by wealth; by the added com
fort which technical achievement brings; by the machine which makes
* Office Equipment
man a less important element;
by the craze for mechaniza
* Wallpaper and Modene Paint
tion ; by brute force, immense,
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more beautiful, more gener
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ous, and more noble . . . the
spiritual element which is the
source, the soul, the very life
Remnants in
of our history, keeps us apart
from a civilization which is
COTTONS
going back to barbarism. We
do our utmost to preserve the
BO O K STORE
simplicity of life, the purity o+‘
CORDUROYS
custom, the gentleness of feel
113 Water St.
Exeter, N. H.
ing . . . the familiar atmo
RAYONS
sphere of Portuguese life, so
modest but so dignified, and
Your Stationer Since 1829
WORSTEDS
in this way, through the pre
servation of our traditions, to
PLAIDS
maintain ourselves in peace.’
At the conclusion of the voyage, Mr. Villiers wrote, “ The Schooner
CHECKED
heeling gracefully in the sea to which she seemed to belong, as naturally
GINGHAMS
as a flower to an English meadow, began to appear something of an ana
chronism in such a world as ours. Anachronism or not, the life it offered
was surely the kind of life men ought to live.”
In these days of war and talk of war, of strikes and dishonesty
among those in trusted positions, it is good to read about men who have
Follow the example of the provident squir
faith in God and in each other and who do not disdain the simple life nor
rel. Start gathering the fabrics you’ll need
the arduous tasks of their pioneering ancestors.
for your wintertime sewing. You’ll find a
“New Guideposts”
real harvest of values this time of year

Have vou ever
been to
Batchelder’s?

FALL
FABRICS

Batchelder’s

Edite d by Norman V in c e n t Peale. P re n tice -H all, Inc., New Y o r k , New Y o r k . P r i c e : $2.50.

New Guideposts is a collection of articles written by such people as
Walt Disney, Lillian Gish, Jackie Robinson, Father Keller and Mary Mar
garet McBride, in which each discusses his or her personal reactions to
prayer. Here is the story by Kate Smith, describing how prayer saved her
life. Here is another by Pat O’Brien in which he discusses the power of re
ligious faith. An article by Katherine Cornell is entitled, “ I Made a Vow,”
and reveals the pact which she made one long ago day in St. Patritk’s
Cathedral. Joe E. Brown tells why he thinks, “ Laughter is Holy.” Margaret
E. Sangster relates a poignant story of an embittered man and the new life
he found through a small boy in a backyard garden.
Here is a book with an appeal for everyone, and one which should
have a place on every shoreline bookshelf.
end

at . . .

EXETER HANDKERCHIEF
COMPANY
Near the B & M Station
Exeter

New Hampshire
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Test convinced me! The new Dodge
Oriflow Ride really levels out the
worst kind of bumps and ruts,” con
tinues Mr. Howard. “No ride has
ever been so smooth.”

Specifications and equipment
subject to change without notice

Come in f Try i t !

feel h o w

NEW ORIFLOW RIDE MAKES ROUGHEST
ROADS BOULEVARD-SMOOTH!

NEWICK & WOOD, Portsmouth, N. H.
CHASE’S GARAGE, York, Maine
BALLENGER AUTOMOBILE CO., Sanford, Maine
BOLLES MOTOR CO., Newburyport, Mass.
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In an Ordinary Car without On

In New Dodge With Onflow, the

flow, blindfolded motorists found
they were pitched and bounced as
they traveled rough, bumpy roads.

same passengers found the ride
so smooth they could hardly be
lieve they traveled the same road.

The big, dependable

DODGE

Drive it 5 minutes...and you'll drive it for years/

STEAMED CLAMS AND GOLF SCORES
Melted Butter And Memories - - - Mark 50 Year Celebration

By Chester P. Hartford

NO D O U B T E M I L Y P O S T W O U L D S H U D D E R at a
sight like this — no tablecloth, no silver, elbows on
table, etc. — but we leave it to our readers co
judge whether or not these old-timers are enjoying
themselves! From left to right Howard Becker of
Rochester tears into an ear of corn, Paul Brown of
Portsmouth daintily goes after a clam, Dr. C. E.
Moors of Rochester dreams about his golf score,
B. A. Woodward of Rochester pauses between
courses, while Deak Morse of Concord is too
interested in his work to even look up!

Whether you’re a golf enthusiast or not, you’d enjoy
“ Old-Timers’ Day” at the Portsmouth Country Club, held
annually in Portsmouth for old-timers (35 years old and up).
With guests from every golf club in New Hampshire, this
year’s “ day” probably topped them all in attendance, golf
scores, weather, and conviviality. But in addition to the golf
and the traditional clambake in the late afternoon, the oldtimers had something else to celebrate. This year, 1951
marks the 50th anniversary of the club, and many of the
oldsters who were around in 1901 were on hand to prove
that the years have been kind to them and that they don’t
have to be pushed around the tricky 18-hole course in wheel
chairs ! A few of them in their late sixties, a trifle dim-eyed,

HOWE

MOTOR

SALES

-

kaiser

graying, wrinkled, but with more than their share of spirit,
came in on the 18th green displaying scorecards that put
scores of the younger players to shame.
Turning back the years, on March 22, 1901, a group
of 75 men (and a few women!) met in Portsmouth to talk
over the possibility of organizing a country club. Of the ori
ginal 75, Dick McDonough is one of the few who remain. As
a matter of fact, Dick is the only one who has retained his
membership during these fifty years. After the club was
organized, one of the most difficult jobs was to select a suit
able location for the club. The committee delegated to look
over possible sites finally came up with a snot that met
with the unanimous approval of the club — with the excep-

-

frazer

-

ROBERGE MOTORS
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Drink Badger's Milk

W H I L E DR . R E I L L Y of Portsmouth (left) and F. C. Mitchell (center)
watch eagerly, Jim Lineberry is disgusted with himself for missing
an easy putt. Jim. PCC champion in 1920 and a very recent winner
in the second flight at the Abenaqui tourney, was about as consistent
as any of the real “ old-timers”.

fo r Sparkling Health
An A-rating student puts her classwork into effect. Her
hygiene book says that one quart of milk is required
each day to help keep young bodies toned . . . to help
keep teen-age complexions smooth.

Enjoy all these fine
Badger Products
Milk
Grade A Milk, with or without Vitamin D . . .
Pasteurized with or without Vitamin D . . .
Walker - Gordon Milk

Cream
Buttermilk
Butter Bacon Eggs
Creamed Cottage Cheese
Ice Cream
In Bulk, Brick, Individual Molds, Cakes and
Novelties.
If not available at your neighborhood store, call
us for home delivery service.

Badger Farm s
Newburyport, Mass.
16 Middle Street
Tel. 495
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Creameries
Portsmouth, N. H.
160 Bow Street
Tel. 1880

J I N X H E A L E Y , backed by an extremely critical audience, shows
good form in coming out of a trap. Charlie Gray (left) studies the
action carefully, while John Chabot (dark shirt) and Pete Staples
lend their moral support. John is the pro at the club and Pete is
currently the club secretary.

He used to hunt for the PICTURE on his old TV
as the actual eating, is the preparatio n
of the “ bake”. Here (left to right) Waldo Staples, Buck Jones, and
Joe Regan pitch in and wash the clams.
A LM O ST AS

MUCH

FUN

set! Now he’s happy as can be with his NEW
SYLVANIA TV SET.

Household
Sho
ELIOT ROAD

Appliance

P

TEL. 935

KITTERY, MAINE

SELF-CONFIDENCE
IS BUILT
W ITH
S A V IN G S

In a world already filled with too much insecurity
R E G A N , back to camera, holds up a couple of lobsters while
three drooling gentlemen look on. Left to right are H. J. Stewart of
Portsmouth, W. W. Foye of Concord, Dick McCormack of Portsmouth.
J IM

there is no better time than now to start your child’s own
bank account. Properly administered, such savings can pro
vide a fund that will guarantee your child’s education be-

Streamlined Courses
for Government Positions

at THE McINTOSH COLLEGE
Myrtle and Orchard Aves.

Tel. Dover, N. H. 889

yond the high school level. Open an account with us today.

PISCATAQUA SAVINGS BANK
PORTSM OUTH
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Don t
Be
Half Sure . . .

Let the HOBBS
INSURANCE AGENCY

O L ’ MAN R I V E R H A S N O T H I N G ON T H I S F O U R S O M E ! On the left is Board Randall
“Dick” McDonough, Harry Stewart and Jim Lineberry. Dick, long known as the father
the Granite State and honorary chairman of this 50th anniversary of the PCC, was spry
despite his years. Board and Jim turned in golf cards, honest ones, that were the envy
younger enthusiast.

with R. D.
of golf in
and affable
of many a

adequately cover your
property with
insurance.
How much would it cost to re
build your home? Costs have
soared in recent years, and, un
less your insurance has been in
creased correspondingly, you
may take a substantial loss in
the event of fire.
The insurance on your house
hold furniture and other valu
ables should be governed by the
same logic. Change what might
be regret to relief by being fully
protected.

Don’t be half insured —
Be Sure!
Let us review your insurance
program — NOW.
abo ve

THE
HOBBS INSURANCE
AGENCY
309 State S tree t
Portsmouth , N. H.
Tele phone 360

—

O L D - T I M E R S D A Y invariably
attracts golfers from all over
New Hampshire. The foursome
above arrived bright and early
from Rochester and were among
1he first to tee off. From left to
right they are: Cliff Roberts,
Dick Scannell, Ed Johnson, and
hitting one straight and far
down the first fairway is Bob
Feineman,

tion of the ladies. In those days, the land between the old Do
ver Point Bridge and the present Gypsum Plant was rolling
fields with the beautiful Piscataqua nearby. It was exactly
what the boys had been looking for. At the last moment,
however, the ladies blocked the move stating that it would be
dangerous to travel across three sets of railroad tracks in
a horse and buggy! Later, at the suggestion of Charlie Shillaber, the old Hiram Hayes farm which had recently burned
to the ground, was considered. This met with widespread
approval which eventually led to the purchase of the land.
The present clubhouse occupies the exact site that formerly
was the Hayes farm.
To lay out the course according to the best accepted
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No other type of
AUTOMATIC HEAT
gives these
advantages:
• SAVES UP TO 50% ON
FUEL COSTS
• SAFE, DEPENDABLE
• HEALTHIER HEAT
BECAUSE IT'S STEADIER

...syClZt

H E R E G E O R G E H I L L IS E X P L A I N I N G to William H. Roberts and
Dick McDonough that he feels as young as ever after 18 holes.

standards of the day, the services of Aleck Findlay were
engaged. Aleck was quite a famous golf architect in his day
when not busy constructing golf courses he worked for
Wright and Ditson in Boston. The original nine holes have
been changed little through the years, although numerically
they differ because of the subsequent increase to an 18 hole
course.
Under the original by-laws the object of the club
was to promote “ outdoor games and exercise.” Then as now
“ outdoor games and exercise” meant mostly golf, a little
tennis, and all the good fellowship that go with them. The
writer believes that the accompanying photographs are con
clusive proof that the Portsmouth County Club has even
exceeded its original aim.

SIMPSON

Coal? Gas? Oil? Before you
choose any automatic heat, let
us prove that 'blue coal’ auto
matic heat is the best of all tlrree.
Safe, rugged and fully automatic,
it costs even less to operate than
a hand-fired furnace. Slashes fuel
bills as much as 50%. For FREE
heating survey, call us today. No
obligation.

AOfiGCT F (/M A C £ T £M m iF O M I/E R

J. REGAN
COAL — COKE — WOOD — RANGE and FUEL OIL
1 Cate St.

Portsmouth, N. H.
Telephone 273

BROTHERS

WOOLRICH HEAVY PLAID SHIRTS
100% Wool
Red-and-Black Plaid — Green-and-Black Plaid
$10.95
Cor. M arket and Bow S ts.

Portsmouth
E s t. 1856

at

T he Toner Pharm acy
J. WALTER TONER, Reg. Pharmacist
343 STATE STREET
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
Telephone 910
DRUGS & SICK ROOM SUPPLIES

PA U L'S

MARKET

S. S. Pierce Associate

The Finest Selection of Meats and
Groceries - Fresh or Frozen
31 Daniels St.

Portsmouth

Tel. 1800
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in its field!
Longest in its field (197% inches) . . . Heav
iest in its field (3140 pounds in the model
illustrated) t . . . Widest tread in its field (583/i
inches between centers of rear wheels) . . . all
of which means extra comfort, extra safety and
extra durability for you and your family.
■ fS ty le lin e
S ed an

De

Luxe

s h ip p in g

4 -D o o r

w e ig h t.

The Styleline
De Luxe 4-Door Sedan
(Continuation of standard equipment
and trim illustrated is dependent on
availability of material.)

. . . with extra-beautiful, extra-sturdy Bodies by
Fisher!

With all its finer quality and finer
features, Chevrolet offers the lowestpriced line in its field—extremely eco
nomical to operate and maintain. Come
in, see and drive America’s largest and

finest thrills with thrift

finest low-priced car—now!

finest styling

. . . only low-priced car with Valve-in-Head Engine!

finest riding ease
. . . thanks to its Knee-Action Ride, exclusive in its
field!

finest vision

CHEVROLET

. . . with big Curved Windshield and Panoramic
Visibility!

finest safety protection
. . . with Safety-Sight Instrument Panel and JumboDrum Brakes—largest in its field!

See America’s
Largest and Finest
Low priced car at
these CHEVROLET dealers
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MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS
THAN ANY OTHER CAR!

. . . and finest no-shift driving
at lowest cost with

^

p o w e r

M

Automatic Transmission*
Chevrolet’s time-proved Powerglide
Automatic Transmission, coupled with
105-h.p. Valve-in-Head Engine, gives
smoothest and finest no-shift driving
at lowest cost—plus the most powerful
performance in its field!
* Com bination o f P ow erglid e A u tom atic Trans
m ission and 105 -h .p. V a lve-in -H ead Engine
optional on D e Lu xe m odels at extra cost.

Farmer Motor Sales Company

Taccetta Chevrolet

Rochester, N. H.

Portsmouth, N. H.

Emerson Chevrolet

Great Bayi Motor Company

Somersworth, N. H.

Newmarket,

Collis Chevrolet, Inc.

Stanley W. Johnson & Son

Newburyport, Mass.

Sanford, Maine

N.

H.

Munting

M ilFishing Zhe

W IT H

BOB

E LL IO T

There is considerable enthusiasm among shoreliners
over Maine’s new archery deer-hunting season, Oct. 1-15 in
clusive. During these 15 days, bowmen will have all of two
counties, Franklin and Somerset, in which to hunt deer
without competition from rifle and shotgun shooters. If the
experience of other states is borne out, more Maine areas
eventually will be opened up to this type of sport, sponsors
of the sport predict.
Dr. H. L. Pierson, Winnacunnet road, Hampton, who
does the outdoor column for The Portsmouth, N. H., Herald,
has written that he will take advantage of the special
archery season during his annual trip to the Jackman sec
tion in October. He adds that there is much enthusiasm for
archery among Navy Yard personnel.
Residents of Maine must have a special archery li
cense. costing $4.25. Non-residents’ archery licenses cost
$10.25. If a bowman doesn’t get his deer, he may obtain a
regular hunting license for the normal season. If he bags a
deer with bow and arrow, he is precluded from hunting deer
in the regular open season.
There are a few provisions of the Archery law that
sportsmen will want to understand. In regard to equipment,
for example, the law reouires that a long bow must have a
minimum pull of 40 pounds and that arrows shall have heads
not more than 1| inches and not less than 7-8 inches in
width. “ No person shall carry firearms of any kind while
hunting with bow and arrow,” the law reads.
There is a sentence that states: “ No bow shall be
strung while carried in any vehicle.” (This is a provision
similar to the one which restricts a hunter from carrying a
loaded gun in his car.)
“ Sec. 96-E. REGISTRATION. All deer killed under
the provisions of section 96-A to 96-E, inclusive, shall be
inspected by a warden before being registered under the
provisions of section 88. If the warden finds the deer to have
been legally killed by bow and arrow he shall approve the
deer for registration. If it appears to the warden that the
deer was not legally killed with bow and arrow he shall seize
the deer and prosecute the offender.”
Bowmen can obtain licenses for this special archery
season on deer by writing t o : Inland Fisheries and Game De
partment, Augusta, Me. They also will be available in these
towns in the two open counties: Farmington, Rangeley,
Skowhegan, Bingham and Jackman.
The new law passed only after long discussion by
members of the recent Legislature. Those who favor bow
and arrow hunting, hope this first season will be so success
ful that other areas may be opened up and eventually, per
haps, archery hunting allowed on a more liberal basis as re
gards licenses. Maine is beginning its first try at the sport
under the handicaps of competition from states that do not
allow wider hunting and in some states no special license
is needed.
However, law enforcement agencies in other states
say the average bowman is a good sportsman and that en
forcement of archery laws is not a major problem. New
Hampshire has liberalized its bow and arrow season and
the reaction to this type of hunting seems to be favorable
there and elsewhere.
Set up to cater to sportsmen as Maine is, this special
archery season can mean added enjoyment to those who
put the emphasis on stalking game, rather than on the kill.

• Replace your old, worn-out furnace
now with a new Oil-O-Matic Winter
Air Conditioner that provides any
home . . . large or small . . . with
filtered, humidified, automatic heat —
at low cost. This special small home
model is packaged oil heat at its best
and most economical. Completely engi
neered from the inside out for super
efficiency and superlative, sparkling
beauty. Ask for details and Free Heat
ing Survey.

V COMPACT — fit* in any
basement and most utility
rooms.

v HANDSOME—*»yled by
.

George Walker.

v ECONOMICAL -

real

fuel-saver because of fa
mous Oil-O-Matic flame and
new Glo-Quick Combustion
Chamber.

v ONE-DAY INSTALLA
TION by factory-trained
experts.

LONG, EASY TERMS

BE READY FOR WINTER!
ORDER YOUR RANGE AND FUEL OIL
TODAY!
CALL HAMPTON 470 FOR
PROMPT DELIVERY

F. W ilbur Jewell
Lafayette Road

Hampton, N. H.

EVERY 8 t h O IL BURNER IS A W IL L IA M S OIL-O-M ATIC
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SHORELINE INDUSTRIES
Towle Manufacturing Company
N ew buryport,

Mass,

This Is The Tenth In A
Series Of Articles Describing
Some Of The Industries Of
Our Region — Industries
Which Bring Both Employ
ment and Service To Our
People. Productive Organiza
tions Of All Classifications,
Which Contribute To The
Economy Of The Area, Will
Be Included In These Stories.

By Chester P. Hartford

In 1690 the first American newspaper
was published; in 1690 Salmon Falls, New
Hampshire, was completely destroyed by
French and Indians; in 1690 a truce was con
cluded by Captain John Alden with the In
dians in King William’s War. During this
t h e
I V Y - C O V E R E D T O W L E M A N U F A C T U R I N G C O M P A N Y . Not shown are three
separate buildings in the rear, connected with the main building by ramps.
same year, 1690, when the Indian was still
disputing the right of the white man to in
habit this region, one William Moulton, a silversmith, de
From father to son through six generations, the
cided that there was enough demand for his work in and
Moultons increased the business of silver craftsmanship
around Newburyport to go into business. Thus was born the
first established by William Moulton. In 1857 the Moultons
industry that is today known as the Towle Manufacturing
left silversmithing in Newburyport and their business was
Company.
taken over by the Towles, who not only continued the tra
ditions of their predecessors, but created a reputation in the
According to historical records and period newspap
ers, the silversmiths of the late 17th century were, out of
industry that has made the name “ Towle” famous through
out the country.
necessity, often blacksmiths as well. Imported articles from
across the seas held a certain prestige which the local
The generations of Newburyport silversmiths were
craftsman found difficult to overcome. This was true even
and are a proud lot. They know that the great essential in
after the Revolution when the buying of luxuries abroad
making fine Sterling flatware and hollow ware (such as sil
had ceased. Sad testimony of old probate records at Exeter
reveal that some of these men died insolvent, although they
ver tea services) is the honesty and integrity of the design
were high in the civic life of their towns, occupied parish
ers and craftsmen. With them there can be no compromises,
offices in the churches and in the stirring Revolutionary per
no willingness to be satisfied with “ second best” or “ good
iod were ardent patriots.
enough.” From the first idea of a design, all the way through
William Moulton, whose craftsmanship founded to
to the finishing of each individual piece, there must be
day’s famous Towle Company, began in Newbury, Mass., in
nothing but infinite care and constant insistence on the
1683 as a hired man. He pursued various occupations, was
craftsman’s own self-respect. The Towle silversmith has
once a weaver, then, an “ Inn holder,” a trader and a mer
practically inherited his knowledge of the difference between
chant. He also had a small store with blacksmith shops and
good craftsmanship and mediocre work.
as an itinerant Silversmith, fashioned shoe buckles beaten
During World War II, more than 100 Towle employ
out of silver coins. In his will he styled himself as “ trader.”
ees served in the armed forces; the entire plant, machinery,
His son, Joseph I., evidently found his lot a bit more elevat
ing, although he. like his father, followed the blacksmith
skilled clerical and mechanical personnel knuckled down to
the job of producing essential war materials for military es
trade, occasionally making gold beads. At any rate, he
tablishments such as the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, the
styled himself in his will as a “ gentleman.”
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Naval Torpedo Station at Newport, Rhode Island, the Army medical corps, the Raytheon
Manufacturing Company, Western Electric and others. Perhaps the most important phase
of Towle’s war work was the production and assembling of radar units.
After the war the company expanded rapidly. This expansion was due principally
to a backlog of orders, which in turn may be directly attributed to the nation wide fact
that the number of marriages skyrocketed during hostilities. As may be expected, brides
are the best prospects for sterling.
One day at the Towle Manufacturing Company will serve to convince the visitor that
the production of sterling is a highly skilled art, that practically all of the jobs require
perfect eyesight and dexterity with the hands. Also noticeable among the employees is
the exceptionally high state of morale and
the close, almost informal, relationship be
tween labor and management. Probably
the chief reason for the foregoing is that
most of the 688 men and women who work
at Towle are doing something they love to
do; to them their work is more than a
“ job.”
On the wall in every department of
the Towle plant is a copy of the Towle
Special Code which has become almost a
creed to many of the employees. Provi
sions of this code state:
1. To maintain a successful, growing
business, quickly responsive to new
ideas and changing times.
2. To provide worthy merchandise,
made under proper conditions at the
best possible advantages, typical of
the latest and best.
3. To advertise it with dignity, to price
it fairly, and to promote its sales ag
gressively.
4. To continue to maintain an organi
zation of interested and competent
men and women, to encourage them
CH ARLES

C. W I T H E R S ,

FU ELO IL.

k id
-WINTER

SJCONV-VACUUM HEATING OIL
Clean burning,

high

quality fuel oil. Auto
matic delivery service.

Call

SEYBOLT
OIL SERVICE
Portsmouth
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President of the Towle

Manufacturing Company.

to think, and to progress in knowledge, skill and re
sponsibility.
5. To welcome honorable competition, to learn from ev
ery possible source, to adopt improvements in meth
ods and equipment, and to acknowledge confidence
and good will as the chief assets of the company.
Employees at Towle receive practically all of the ben
efits offered by other manufacturing concerns, such as paid
vacations, sickness and health insurance benefits, the Scan
lon “ Share and Share Alike” program, under which each
employee, in addition to his regular salary, receives extra
compensation based on the weekly production of the com
pany. This production in dollars is shown daily on a huge
thermometer just inside the employees’ entrance. This plan
has insured a maximum of teamwork at Towle; each em
ployee knows that his earning capacity is based on the
amount of work that this huge team can produce. Also avail
able are sports for the employees, plus social and community
activities. Education-wise, certain men and women who have
demonstrated marked ability at particular occupations have
been aided in obtaining additional schooling in the colleges
and universities of greater Boston. Special high school
courses have also been made available for those who desire
to continue their education or to “ brush up” on subjects
which they may have had in the past. Small wonder that
people in and around Newburyport are anxious to get em
ployment at Towle! That these and other benefits are ap
preciated can be seen in the finished product that is turned
out, sterling which for years has been cherished throughout
the world!
The Towle Manufacturing Company turns out flatware (spoons and forks in various shapes and sizes), cutlery,
and hollow ware. At the present time, flatware is produced
in thirteen advertised designs, the latest being “ Contour,” a
fluid, free design that already has become very popular. Be-
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W & J Electric Co.

From wiring a house to
wiring a lamp, you can al
ways be sure our work will
surpass the strictest reg
ulations of the Underwrit
ers’ code. Don’t ever settle
for anything less than the
high quality service of
fered by W & J.

keep your electrical
appliances in smooth
working order all the
time. Call us at the first
sign of trouble.

Call
Rye Beach 75-2
or 345-3
Dealers for:
ECELVINATOR
LEONARD
SPEED QUEEN

--------

Remember
this slogan

--------

If It’s Electrical, We Have It!
If It’s Broken, We Fix It!

W & J Electric Co.
£lecpu ca l CONTRACTING
North Hampton

N. H.

TOP —
M A K I N G ROOM . Where skilled craftsmen operate blanking presses that give the silver its first
recognizable outline — forks, spoons, etc. Left to i.gh.;: Lmcoin riayes, Wiilard Sanborn, Leslie Knight,
and John Haley.

BOTTOM —
T H R E E O F T H E 17 H A M M E R S in the Drop Room capable of striking blows of from 900 to as much
as 1200 pounds. Here the silver receives the pattern which sets it apart once and for all from

every other silver design. Left to right: Reynolds Senior, Michael Sweeney and John Woodard.
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For FALL

It’s a new season and every
thing’s excitingly new here,
too, at Farnham’s.
Fine worsted suitings, an out
standing

selection

of

Fall

Topcoats — new fabrics and
collar styles in dress and
sport Shirts — choice foot
wear fashions — smart Headwear — all at popular prices.

TOP —
P R O D U C T D E V E L O P M E N T . Here the designs which are the essence of Towle products are modeled.
Front to back: Robert King, Greenleaf Martin, Gerald Gulotta, and Burton Martin.

Those well-dressed men
you knoiv shop at
BOTTOM —
D I E ROOM. Towle die makers produce every striking die used in the plant. Foreground shows dies
in the making.

H A N D -B R A ID E D

RUG!

All new, wool material
8 2/3 feet by 12 1/3
$400
Mrs. W. J. Evans
RFD No. 1, Amesbury
Tel. So. Hampton, N. H., 1163-M4

/:<)
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WOODBURY
ANIMAL
HOSPITAL

Tei- 101
W oodbury A re .
P ortsm outh, N.H .

E s t . 1854
C en tral Ave., Dover

L . A . T r u d e l, D. V . M.
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Keeping
N EW BU RYPO RT
IN W ORLD

NEWS

SINCE 1852
Almost 100 years of service! Our business has
grown with the town itself. We feel we can
now offer you one of the most complete services
of this type in the Shoreline area. Let us keep
you up to date!

LOCAL
BOSTON
NEW YORK

PAPERS

The latest popular magazines
Along with our regular news service,
we also carry a complete fountain and
luncheon service.

GREETING CARDS
PASTRIES
BOOKS
CANDY
SALTED NUTS
CIGARETTES and TOBACCO

FOWLE’S
17 S T A T E

to p

—

F I N I S H I N G ROOM . Nothing is more important to fine sterling than the finish that
gives pieces shining beauty and gleaming lustre. Left to right: Howard Quimby, Albin
Anderson, and Arthur Hennessey.

STREET
BOTTOM —

In the Heart of Newburyport!

O N E O F T H E S E C T I O N S O F T H E F A C T O R Y which always intrigues visitors is the
Chasing Room, where special details are applied to silver by hand. Left to right:
Ernest Dugdale, Fred Spaney, Anthony Knapp, Edmund Laird.

cause for all practical purposes, sterling never wears out
but is generally passed along from one generation to another,
dies of old designs are retained by the company and used
only occasionally as orders warrant. Likewise, some famous
Towle sterling patterns are available in what is termed “ open
stock,” which means that pieces in these older patterns may
be supplied without any undue delay.
In many ways, the Product Development Department
(including Design and Product Research) carries the re
sponsibility for maintaining the Towle reputation, for in
this department the all-important designs are born.
The department studies trends in customers’ style prefer
ence, their needs for patterns and serving pieces, the pat
terns brought out by competitors and design developments
within other industries.
It takes a large investment in time, money, and work
to launch a new pattern, so the Towle designers must feel
sure that the pattern is right for the job they expect it to do.
As a matter of fact, the creation of a new design may take
as long as two years of revision and testing, from the time
the design was simply a “ brainstorm” , so to speak, to the day
when the design is triumphantly offered to the public. For
every pattern produced at Towle, literally hundreds of draw
ings and dozens of hand-wrought models are made. If a pat
tern seems to live up to the necessary requirements, hand
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craftsmen make up a sample luncheon fork from it. When
it seems likely that some of the samples will appeal to a
chosen market, a field test of the new pattern is made, which
may take two or three people from Newburyport to as far
as Seattle. They ask all classes of women - college girls, bus
iness girls, married women - their opinions about the new
design. From their answers, the company can estimate bow
popular such a pattern would be if manufactured.
Once it is known that a particular design will appeal
to the public, the die makers commence to cut dies for the
various pieces, while the advertising department begins to
make plans for the promotion which will accompany the
pattern into the market. As far as hollow ware is concerned,
the process is much the same as in flatware except that the
testing process is much more difficult, since hollow ware in
addition to being attractive in itself, must harmonize with
at least one — preferably several — of the flatware pat
terns.
The third provision in the aforementioned Towle
“ Code” is “ to advertise with dignity, to price fairly, and to
promote sales aggressively.” Like any successful manufact
uring company, Towle recognizes that an intelligent adver
tising program produces volume sales which in turn make
its product available at lower cost. In order to prepare na
tional advertising, H. B. Humphrey, Alley & Richards, Inc.,

A G R O U P O F T O W L E F O R E M E N . Meetings are held regularly under direction of Manufacturing Manager, Earl Havner, left foreground.

S I L V E R IS N O T C O M P L E T E L Y F I N I S H E D until the young ladies in the Burnishing Department put the last touch to the piece before
sending it to the Inspection Department for final checking and wrapping in protective polyethylene bags.

are employed. At present, Towle sterling advertisements
may be seen in eight of the leading women’s magazines. To
augment the services of the agency, the company maintains
a large advertising department of its own. This department
is made up for the most part of women who handle promo
tional mailing, dealer aids, and the supplying of local jewel
ers with supporting material on such items as how to pre
pare a wedding, booklets on the correct way to set a table,
etc.
Of interest, too, is the educational program of Towle.

— A R C -W A Y

STEEL BOILER Company—
Manufacturers of

ALL WELDED STEEL RETURN TUBULAR BOILERS
for home and industrial use
L a fa y e t t e Road

North Hampton

N. H.
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★

T h e F l ag S h o p

★

H. M. OLSSON
Tel. 1479

28 Monroe Street

Amesburv

Every American home should have its
own American Flag to display on Holi
days — in respect and gratitude for
what we are and have here in this great
country of ours.

FLAGS— Bull Dog Cotton
and Nylon
FOR:
FACTORIES
HOMES
CHURCHES
SCHOOLS
BANKS

In Fact, A Flag For Every
Use — Wherever It Is Flown!
Call in person — phone or have
represen tative call

M E R L IN

S M IT H

spinning body of coffee pot into shape.

Briefly, the purpose of this program is to supply interested
home economics teachers of high schools and colleges
throughout the country with free material concerning sterl
ing. The material includes the latest in training aids which
help tremendously to simplify teaching and to speed up
learning.
In recent years, Towle’s sales staff has been increased
to the point where sales representatives are now located in
25 sections of the country. Except for an annual trek to
Newburyport for a sales meeting, these men and their fam
ilies live in their districts. Chief job of a sales representative
is to contact periodically those retail dealers in his district
who handle Towle sterling, keep them abreast of the chang
ing trends in the industry, aid them with sales promotion
ideas, and help in the development of advertising. To supple-

Just Introduced!
An exciting new style! It’s “ different,”
yet its lines are so carefully designed
that it fits most any decorative pattern.

KRO EHLER
2 pc. set
fo r as

YO U R C H O IC E OF 5 S O FA S T Y L E S

little

as

$175.00

A L L COLORS!

E. C. CHADDOCK

Wayside Furniture Co.
CLO SED TU ESD A Y S
Tele phone Hampton 858
Located on U. S. Route 1

Hampton F a lls , N. H.

M O R N IN G A N D A F T E R N O O N , Towle employees “break” for a snack,

served by affable Ira Chapman.
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If you want anything
good — come to

Good-wins!
HOSIERY
Berkshire
No-Mend
Dainty Dot

HANDKERCHIEFS
Plus 1001 appealing items for
ladies

G o o d -W in

THE

STORE

57 State St., Newburyport, Mass.

It's

A U S T I N ’S
for

ONE

S E C T IO N

of the modern, well-lighted main office.

12 ISSUES . . . $2.50
ment the efforts of the sales force, sales and display offices
are now located in New York City and Chicago.
For 261 years the history of Newburyport has been
influenced by the history of the Towle Manufacturing Com
pany. That the fine craftsmanship in sterling which W il
liam Moulton insisted upon in 1690 is still maintained can
best be evidenced by the fact that the name “ Towle” is
proudly displayed on diningroom tables throughout the
world. The contribution of this venerable company to the
everyday economy of Newburyport and surrounding com
munities has indeed been great.
end
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Money
Disap pointment

S E N D your name, ad dre ss and

*

FR IG ID A IR E

*

T E L E V IS IO N

*

B O T T L E D GAS

*

A P P LIA N C E S

rem ittance to:

AUSTIN
The SHORELINER
Box

Gas & Electric Co.

269

Portsmouth ,

N.

H.

Y o r k V illa g e , Maine
Tele phone 428-M

"A WELCOME SIGHT FOR HUNGRY AMERICANS

"

HOWARD JOHNSON’S,
at the Route 1 Rotary in
Portsmouth, is an ex
tremely welcome sight to
thousands of hungry trav
elers. Proof of the fact
that this eating establish
ment is the favorite of
these thousands is the
year-in year-out “repeat”
business.

How ard

Jonmon'5

at the Route 1 Rotary
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY — PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Whether you’re on your way to the
mountains, in New Hampshire or
Maine, or to the metropolitan areas,
you’ll find HOWARD JOHNSON’S
pictured above a veritable “Land
mark For Hungry Americans.” If
time is not a factor in your travels,

your family will enjoy the large,
homelike dining-room; on the other
hand, the food bar is available for
those pressed for time. In either
case, you are sure to get prompt
service, together with the most de
licious food you’ve ever eaten.
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V
By Irma Adams Werner
FALL MIGRATION
The first crisp days of Autumn bring flocks of mi
grating birds to our fields and woodlands. October will offer
many interesting studies as the various species stop o ff for
food and water en route to Southern climates. Many who
passed this way in May to seek nesting sites in the North
will be among the migrants, together with the fledglings,
hatched during the summer, and now grown to maturity.
Several plausible reasons have been offered as to why
birds migrate twice yearly, two very logical ones being the
lack of food supply due to climatic changes, and the very
strong urge to return in Spring to haunts of their birth.
Many species return to the land of their ancestors year after
year, to breed in a chosen location.

Hallmark — Norcross — Gibson — Rust Craft
N O T E : Get your orders in e a rly for personalized C h ris t m a s ca rds.
T h e selection w ill be better and you w ill avoid delay.

Concaunon and Scripture
TELEPHO N E

350

15 D A N I E L S T R E E T

P O R T S M O U T H , N. H.

Plumbing and Heating
DELCO AUTOMATIC HEAT

FRED
65 BOW ST.

L. W O O D
TEL. 156

CO.
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

“ The Plumber Protects The Health Of The Nation”
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Migration begins soon after the moulting season, when
feathers are new and strong, and plumage is complete. Fall
storms in the north country start many birds on their south
ward trek. Food is exhausted and cold, icy blasts signal the
starting time.
Migrating at night, at a flying speed of thirty to
forty miles per hour, most species stop off during daylight
hours for rest and food. Swallows, however, are daylight
migrants, catching food on the wing along the route.
Flight routes vary somewhat, but the general di
rection is toward South America, following the Atlantic
Coastal route, and crossing the Gulf of Mexico in a south
westerly direction.
The ruby-throated humming bird, although one of
the smallest of birds, has the greatest wing power known.
Slightly over three inches in length, including a one-half
inch bill, these beautiful creatures leave in late Autumn to
make the five hundred mile nonstop flight across the Gulf
of Mexico without food or water, in one night!
Robins and cat birds are congregating in the country,
eating the fruits of elderberry, bittersweet and roses.
Groups of crows hover over corn fields in search of bits of
grain left by the farmer as he gleans the field. Grey squir
rels are busy gathering acorns, which they store in crudely
built bins high up in the crotch of a birch or maple tree. The
plaintive call of the blue bird, absent for several weeks, is
heard overhead. Occasionally a group comes down to inves
tigate housing conditions in the neighborhood, perhaps to
choose a nesting site for next Spring.
Soon the fallen leaves will dance upon the ground as
if touched by magic, and fox sparrows will be seen seeking
food as they scratch among the leaves. Many and varied are
the warblers seen in the wooded area along the roadside.
Little goldfinches sway on the slender stems of marigold, as
they extract the tiny seeds from brown seed balls. By No
vember. the lovely yellow and black nlumage of the male
goldfinch will resemble the dark, drab coloring of the fe
male. Anticipating the unusual lends interest to the hobby of
bird-watching. On a recent sunrise trip such a find was
ample reward for the early-to-rise effort.
On August 13th a flock of about fifty dickcissels was
discovered feasting in a field of timothy just outside Bruns
wick, Me. This bird is sometimes called the Black-throated
Bunting or Little Meadowlark, because of the black crescent
on the throat of the male, and the bright yellow coloring on
the upper breast. The underneath side of the wings and body
is grey-white when bird is in flight. The back is brownish,
with sparrow markings. Four days later 1 found the
same flock eating grain in a field of oats about five miles
south of the first location. It is over fifty years since more
than one or two stragglers of this species were reported
along the New England coast. Up to about 1890 they were
common along the Atlantic coast, breeding in large numbers.
Then in their customary erratic fashion they suddenly dis
appeared. To locate a flock like this is indeed a thrilling ex
perience for any bird lover.
A simple but very effective method of enticing mi
grant birds to the dooryard is to place the lawn sprinkler in
the center of the lawn, turning on iust enough water to
make a fine fountain-like spray. In a few minutes warblers,
cedar-waxwings, woodpeckers, sparrows, robins, chickadees
and other migrant visitors will appear to bathe in the foun
tain. If the day is cold, use the fountain during noon day
when the sun is high and feathers will dry quickly. This
method will bring many lovely birds whose presence was un
suspected into the open for close observation.

B e fo r e Y o u
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AIRFLYTE R id e
In the World’s Most Modern Car
Take A n

COLEMAN NASH Co. Inc.
228 I S L I N G T O N S T . , P O R T S .
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FEATHERS
in B E D
By Myron Varney

From the time when the first fisherman took a fish
on hook and line, the lure has been an important part of the
tackle. It is only natural that the manufacture of the lure
and the selection of the correct shape and color to suit con
ditions, became of primary importance. The importance in
creased with each successful venture and the pride of cre
ation and selection has held through into many seasons be
yond the first success.
Through the years, inventive genius has given us
nearly 3,000 tried and proven patterns from which to
choose. It goes without saying that in a cross section of
mechanical trades and in creative minds in a Yankee Ship
yard, many fishermen would still be trying to improve on
the past.
Two shipyard employees of the Naval Base in Ports
mouth, N. H., Ellsworth Chick and Paul Gregory, were clev
er enough to see a new and different use for the skill that
previously had been directed totally toward recreation for
a few individuals. Under their guidance, flytyers from the
personnel of the yard were brought together and the new
group was invited to take its fur and feathers to the Naval
Hospital where night classes of instruction would be offered
to patients, free of charge. Men in sick bay have one com
modity to spare, and that is time. The usual re-habilitation

measures used in hospitals are not too well received by very
young men just lately returned from the intense mental and
physical tension of combat. Transition to civilian thinking is
a slow process, but the change can be made if the mind goes
back to a more pleasant past or forward to a more pleasant
future. To most the sight of fishing gear will do just that.
The easy conversation of a group of fishermen is not that
of the usual hospital visitor. The concentration needed to
tie silk floss and bright feathers on a book with fine thread
does not allow the mind to drift back to times of suffering
and fear. Dispositions improve and nerve shakes become less
as interest grows. With the assistance and encouragement
of Lieut. M. J. Durdan, Rehabilitation Officer in charge at
that time, the group was able to turn out a class of war
veterans capable of returning home with well-stocked fly
boxes of their own, and a skill that could be utilized for
pleasure and for profit. Some members of the first classes
were able to turn to fly tying as a means of livelihood in their
home town. Others were inspired to spend their terminal
leaves on long-awaited fishing trips.
As the complement of the hospital decreased and the
security regulations at the base were relaxed, the newlyformed Shipyard Sportsmen’s Association asked for and
received the same instruction for its own members. Mam
of the men who attended the classes were not seriously im-

W A R V E T E R A N S learn that fly
tying requires skillful fingers and
infinite patience. Nevertheless, it
is one of the most popular pasttimes at the U. S. Naval Hospital
in Portsmouth.

A m e r ic a 's f in e st IOO% v i r g i n fleec e

WOOL SHIRTS

A Fine Men’s Store
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T H E P O R T S M O U T H N A V A L S H I P Y A R D S P O R T S M E N ’S A S S O C I A T I O N attend a fly tying class. These pupils, after they have learned
the skill, make it a point to teach someone else. At first a pleasant recreation, it has become a lucrative livelihood for some of the war
veterans who learned the skill at the hospital.

M E N who have helped to develop the popular and wholesome fly tying classes at the Navy Yard. 1. to r. Philip
Dunnels, Walter Campbell, Ellsworth Chick, Norman Downing, Captain Cerney, former Commanding Officer of the U. S. Naval Hospital;
William Chapin, Joseph Jordan, Lieutenant M. J. Durdan, and sitting, Myron Varney.
SOME OF T H E
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pressed with the proposal of the instructors; that, as they
were being taught a skill, so should they in turn, impart
their knowledge to others. It was a pleasurable and interest
ing pastime for the first half dozen members, who soon in
creased in number to sixty or more. They were as large a
group of argumentative experts such as any fishing frater
nity would comprise. More flies were presented to more fish
than ever before and more workmen knew each other by
their first names.
Now, the pendulum swings back in the reverse direc
tion. The regulations are becoming tighter, the complement
at the Naval Hospital has again increased and once again the
flytyers climb the hill to the hospital. The same boxes of
feathers have been supplemented with new ones and the
original group has a corps of instructors to help put the
“ outdoors” back up on the ward floors.
A committee comprised of Ellsworth Chick, of Eliot,

Me.; Albert W. Brown of Kittery, Walter Campbell, York,
and Philip Dunnells, Rochester, N. H., were the initial in
stigators of the recent group of teachers.
The success of the project has been assured by sub
stantial donations from veterans’ groups, the Red Cross and
the Shipyard’s Sportsmen’s Association. It is no longer nec
essary for the instructors to dip into their own stocks to sup
ply the starting kits of the novices. Now, the desire to try
is instantly met with an issue kit of tools (vise, scissors)
bobbins and expendable materials, with the assurance that
more of the same material will be available when the initial
supply is used. If a few hours of conversation and some
feathers scattered on the coverlet of a hospital bed can make
the bed seem any softer to the man in it, the flytyer will
match his time with that of the veteran at every opportun
ity.
END

OUR SPECIALTY!

Little League Trophy
The September issue of the
SHORELINER carried a pic
ture story on the Little
League, which was conduct
ed in Portsmouth for the first
time this year. Four teams
were entered in the inaugural
season and from all reports
interest was considerable, a
fact which was further evi
denced by the well attended
games. Surprising talent was
uncovered in the “ under teen
age” youngsters, (none can
play after they are thirteen)
according to League Direc
tors. Pictured above is the
RAY B. FOYE Memorial Tro
phy, won this year by the
CYO entry, coached by Ar
thur F. Johnson. In order to
gain permanent possession of
this trophy, an entry must
win three times. The CYO will
retain the trophy until next
year’s winner is decided.

Don't fuss.. . .
Call Us!
Portsmouth
4350
for IMMEDIATE service
Open 9 AM ’til 10 PM
Daily

COBBS'

RADIO & TELEVISION
149 Deer St., Portsmouth
Next to the B & M Depot
oxW'

.
OCTOBER
SPECIAL!

.CW'

The CANTEEN . . .

“SF” or Press “25”

FLASH

Remember this name —
you'll never forget the

BULBS

IIA IIIE C E
V A L U E D !

2 for 25c
The Store that GUARANTEES the

PKG. OF 10 $1.25

Lowest Price!

(Reg. $1.60 Value)

9 Market Square

Save 35c
,#

#

#

Portsmouth, N. H.
A#
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Fifty Years With The
Atlantic Shoreline Trolleys
By Doris Ricker Marston

“ It’s terrible to be ‘the last of the Mohicans’, but
what’s the use of burdening your friends with your sor
rows!” Miss Madelon Gowen adjusted her spectacles and
smiled. “ Yes, I guess I’m one of Sanford’s old timers. I’ve
lived here since I came in 1893 to work as a clerk in the old
Mousam Electric Railway office.”
She smoothed her pretty print dress and nodded.
“ Most of my friends have gone and all my family but a
few cousins. Only a few folks left to talk over old times
with, and now that I get so tired moving about, I don’t
see even those. If it weren’t for the kindness of Viola
Lolley and her husband, who live upstairs, I don’t know
how I’d manage at all.”
Miss Gowen lives in a small white house hidden on
Prescott Street behind the lovely old building which houses
the activities of the North Parish Congregational Church.
It was hard to convince her that anything she had to say
could be of interest, though she was quick to sing the
praises of other Sanford residents.
Born in Amesbury, Mass., she had lived in Charles
town and then in Chelsea. In Chelsea she taught third
grade for eight years, until she heard of the opportunity
to work for the Mousam Electric Railway, which had just
been organized by the Goodall family as one of the many
enterprises they sponsored for the good of Sanford and
Springvale.

“ E. K. Day was the manager then and I helped as
a clerk with business details. Later our line joined with
the Sanford and Cape Porpoise Railway, and then still
later with the Atlantic Shore Line in 1899.”
The Mousam Railway was among the very first in
New England to inaugurate the transportation of freight
by electrical power and to adopt the electric system of
heating.
“ It was a great thing for our two towns,” Miss
Gowen said. “ Folks could get together so much easier and
the cost of carrying freight was much less, too. The trolleys
were loaded all the time and it was a happy sight to see
the girls in their finery on their way to Old Falls (about
seven miles south of Sanford) where there was a casino
for dancing and other amusements. We used to sell round
trip tickets. Then there used to be interesting dances at
Cape Porpoise. Yes, the trolleys were packed full all the
time.”
Except for several years at Sears Roebuck’s local
store, Miss Gowen was faithful to the railway business.
The two lines nlus the Atlantic Shore Line, (which the
Goodalls were also instrumental in constructing) extended
to a junction with the Portsmouth, Kittery and York
Electric Railway at Ogunquit.
“ I stayed with the railway until the busses drove
us out of business,” the cheerful little woman continued.
“ Right after that, my mother became blind and for twelve
years I cared for her. She lived to be 94 years old, and I
never heard her complain of not being able to see. I read
the Bible through to her one winter.”
Prescott Street is not far from the Sanford Town
Hall. It was in 1924, around October, that the town hall
caught on fire. “ I was called at work and I well remember
all the excitement, for our Business and Professional
Women’s Club had planned to give an operetta in the
auditorium there right soon, and no one knew what we’d
do. Why did they come to me? Well, I guess I was president
then. I asked Mr. Leavitt for the use of the movie hall and
we gave the operetta there instead. Pauline Hobbs McLeod
of Alfred, a nurse at the Mills, was soloist of the show.”
During the 58 years she has lived in Sanford, Miss
Gowen has seen the growth of the Goodall-Sanford Mills
which are the economic life of the town, and has watched
the many modern improvements and changes. She was
interested to know that workmen were busy right at that
moment covering over the trolley tracks on River Street,
marking the end of an era in Sanford’s history.

M IS S M A D E L O N G O W E N came to Sanford, Maine in 1893 to work
as a clerk in the old Mousam Electric Railway office. She likes to
recall the days when young ladies and gentlemen filled the trolleys
on summer nights on their way to the dances at Old Falls.
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Her sight is dimmer than it used to be and she finds
it hard to do the cross word puzzles that have long been her
favorite hobby. “ You pick up a great deal of information.
You learn a lot doing puzzles.” She welcomes visits from
friends, some of them members of the Arbutus Temple of
Pythian Sisters, of which she is a life member. Most of the
time now, she rests and thinks back through the years,
often to the day^ when she would ride on the old MousamAtlantic Shore Line, through the countryside, to the sound
of the tooting whistle at crossroads and the laughter of
Sanford folks on their way to a good time at Old Falls.

A
CHURCH
OF
THEIR OWN

The right
M O R TG A G E

-------------------- -------------

is important
too!

by Ada Hayes
It would be interesting to hear what the first mem
bers of the East Eliot Methodist Church would say about
their church today — one hundred twenty-five years later.
Would they ask if we know of the difficulties they sur
mounted to establish it? Certainly they would express pleas
ure in finding “ a lovely church, well-built and in good re
pair” still standing on the land that was donated by James
Raitt in those far-off days. Perhaps they would listen while
the church bell rang, the bell given to them by James Bart
lett, comparing the tone to that in their lifetime.

The home you decide to buy or build
will probably be the biggest investment
you’ll ever make . . . in money, and in your fam
ily’s happiness. Be sure you choose your mortgage just
as carefully as you do your home.
Include a visit to our mortgage department in your
home ownership plans. Our experienced mortgage offi
cers will help you to select the right financing for your
home.
T H E E A S T E L I O T M E T H O D I S T C H U R C H was reconstructed in 1890.
Today, the upstairs dining room replaces the gallery in which the
melodeon and the choir seats once stood. Instead of leaded panes in
the windows, colored glass windows have been set. Vestiges of the
original church remain however. The sturdy timbers that once
supported the bell tower are in their original position. The stairs
in the attic that lead nowhere but to the middle of the roof, once
led to the bell tower.

The founders of the East Eliot Church, the Raitts,
the Goodwins, the Pauls and the Bartletts were fired with
community spirit. As all good New Englanders of the early
half of the 19th century, they attended church without fail
every Sunday. Whole families sat together in their custom
ary pew. If the head of the family was unable to attend, he
made sure that a member of the family would be there to
represent him.
The parishoners of East Eliot had a problem common
to many remote rural areas of that day. There was no church
in their immediate area. Sunday after Sunday, in all of the
variations of New England weather, they walked or rode
horseback several miles to the Congregational Church of
the Spruce Creek parish. This trek has been described as
“ hot and dusty in summer; cold and dreary in winter.”
(Continued on Next Page)

Typical Mortgage Loans
Specializing in G. I. and
F. H. A. home financing

Amount of
Loan

Pay Monthly
(15-yr. Plan)

$5000

$39.54

6000

47.45

7000

55.36

Other Amounts and T e r m s

FIVE CENTS

SAVINGS

The Sign of Friendly Service

BANK

46 Washington Street
Haverhill, Mass.

O p6n
Mon., Tues., Thurs., 9 A. M. to 3
Fri. 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Wed. 9 A. M. to 12:30 P. M. (to 3 P. M. when stores remain open)
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Diamonds
an
Distinctive
Gifts
Select Christmas gifts now
— and pay for them on our
convenient layaway plan.
When you receive your gift
from Duncan’s, you can be
confident it’s all yours from
the moment you receive it.

Artl.ur 15 . I)uncaii
Jeweler

S E A T E D , left to right: Rev.
Earle Hubbard, present pastor;
Mrs. Lee C. Good, Mrs. Marian
Clark, for many years organist;
Miss Martha McIntyre, Mr.
Philip Drake, church treasurer
and present organist and Miss
Nellie Payne. Standing: Mr. Lee
C. Good of Monticello, gover
nor’s councilor and featured
speaker of the 125th. anniver
sary celebration; Mrs. James
Goodwin, president of the Trus
tees; Mrs. Vincent Trefethern,
President of the W. S. C. S. and
secretary and treasurer of the
Trustees
and
Congressman
Robert Hale of Portland.

Many felt that this was an unnecessary hardship,
that a church of their own would be a much happier arrange
ment. But the North Parish, as East Eliot was then called,
was not one in which there was much money. However, they
did have energetic young men and women who could donate
their time and labor towards a worthwhile goal.
In much the same way as the new basement was
added recently, the church was built. The villages construct
ed it themselves, contributed money and equipment. By
August 23, 1826, the building was completed, but not before
a great deal of back-breaking work had gone into the effort
and much heartbreak too, for there were “ differences of re
ligious sentiment” in the choosing of a minister.
Early in 1826 a meeting was held to discuss the build
ing of a church for the North Parish. Elisha Goodwin, Jon
athan Hammond, Jr., Moses Paul, Joseph Frost, Esq. and
James Hubbard agreed to build a house for public worship,
“ a house to be thirty by seventy feet, to be completed by
August, 1826 and to cost not more than $1200 or $1350.”

Little
W ALTO N

Store

ROAD

In

A

Barn

SEABROOK,

N.

H.

Famous for Quality Furniture
Famous for Fair Treatment
Famous for LOW PRICES
We Have Our Store
On A Farm and In A Barn
To Save You Money

Many of the parishioners considered themselves a
“ Congregation” society. Much to their surprise, early in
August, a Methodist society was legally formed. Upon this
action, Joseph Frost requested that he be excused from any
further church duties and apparently returned to the Con
gregational Church in the Spruce Creek Parish.
Despite this unexpected turn of events, most of the
people were relieved that the matter of the denomination
of the church was settled and were decidedly happy to have
a church in their own area.
The first regular minister was twenty-nine year old
Charles Baker, a native of Rhode Island. He came in re
sponse to a letter to the Methodist Society of Maine written
by Jonathan Hammond in which Mr. Hammond requested
“ a man without family as our means of support will be
small the first year . . . a smart preacher of piety and educa
tion as much depends on our beginning.”

F o u r Flo o rs of B ea u tifu l F u rn it u re

It Will Pay You Well To Visit Here
Free Deliveries

Budget Terms Arranged

Open Weekdays plus Wed. and Fri. Evenings
T a k e f ir s t right hand road off Rt. 1 afte r entering N. H. from Mass.
— turn at S m ith to w n P. O., near How ard Johnson at t r a f f i c c irc le .
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Fifty-eight ministers have succeeded Rev. Baker; Rev.
Earle Hubbard being the present pastor. During that time
various church organizations have been incorporated. Sun
day school was established in 1828, the Ladies Aid (now
the Women’s Society for Christian Service) in 1853 and the
Epworth League in 1890. Many of the ministers are remem
bered for the activity of church work they stirred up. The
parsonage, still in use, was built in 1834 when Rev. Daniel
Crockett was pastor. Rev. John Clancy, pastor from 1904
to 1909 is remembered for the large children’s choir he or
ganized.

in the front row are
the present pastor, Rev. Earle
Hubbard, Mrs. John Clancy, Rev.
John Clancy, former pastor and
four of the older church members:
Miss Nellie Payne, Miss Annie
Raitt, Mrs. Marian Clark and Mrs.
John Goodwin.
S T A N D IN G

Many of the descendants of the church founders at
tend the same church today. Some of the older church mem
bers knew well the people who started the church. Miss An
nie Raitt is a niece of James Raitt and Miss Nellie Payne
grew up in the household of James Bartlett.
Recently the East Eliot Methodist church celebrated
its one hundred twenty-fifth anniversary with speeches and

special church services. Even Rev. John Clancy returned for
the occasion.
Although there have been many changes in the physi
cal aspects of the church, the spirit is the same. The Meth
odists of East Eliot have an energetic church group and a
flourishing society.

SPECIAL!
for

a limited

EASY
ONLY
EASY
GIVES
YOU

time

only

SPINDRIER

* Automatic SPIN - RINSE
•Built-In

WATER FILTER

• Handy SWING

FAUCETS

WAS $209.95

Now Only $179.95
With your old washer
PAY ONLY 15 PERCENT DOWN!
Balance in 18 Months with
your Electric Service Bill

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Electric Company
PORTSMOUTH. NEWMARKET, RAYMOND, DERRY. JAFFREY
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Just OutL
199.

>

Warranty Extra

TAX INCLUDED

H New /952
B a la n c e d B e a m 1 6 -in c h T V

Designed to Receive U.H.F.
and Color Programs
in Black and W hite
It’s the newest in TV—yes, specially
engineered so that it’s adaptable to
receive any newly-proposed U.H.F.
stations or color programs in black
and white. Enjoy 1952 Philco tele
vision now at new low prices!

COASTAL

TELEVISION CENTER
T e l. 1750

503 C e n tra l A v e ., Dover

T e l. 286

90 Vaughan S t., Portsm outh
Main S tre e t
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Letters to the Editor (Continued from Page 4)
Milton Clubwoman
To the Editor:
Enclosed please find check for $2.50 for renewal of
my subscription to your magazine.
I think it is worth more, for it is enjoyed by many
others of my friends.
I enjoyed very much the account of our club’s bazaar.
Best wishes for its future.
Sincerely yours,
(Mrs. William A.) Grace Dickson
Milton, N. H.
Portsmouth— 1895
Dear Sir:
I just read the Shoreliner Magazine and 1 sure have
enjoyed reading it. My brother, H. W. Call, sends them to
me.
I note about the Piscataqua being frozen over— Well,
if you dig up the Morgue of the Old Portsmouth Times way
back in 1825 a man crossed the River just below the B & M
Bridge from Portsmouth to Kittery Denot on “ horse back”
— but it was a carpenter’s saw horse. If Dick McDonough
is still around, he will find it for you.
I haven’t been home in 10 years the only names 1
recognize are Foye, Rand, Sise, Wendell, Margeson, Badger,
— the rest are all new.
I had an urge to see California about the time of the
Klondike Gold Rush. Joe Card and I worked for the Stand
ard Oil Co. He sailed around the Horn and I worked my way
over-land. It took me 50 years to make it, but it was well
worth it.
I know Portsmouth from the Bowery to the Plains
Tavern as I was a newsie for Moses Bros.
I met a man at the Guest House at Schuler Vistia, Cali
fornia, and he had visited Portsmouth, as he was an His
torian. He knew Stephen Decatur so we had a visit. He ate
at Ham’s Restaurant so you see what a small world this is.
Curtis D. Call
Star Route I— Box 6
Fallbrook, California
*Shoreliner’s adv. manager, Chester Hartford, reports that
he also received a letter from Mr. Call relating Portsmouth
scenes and events of 50 years ago. The following paragraphs
were taken from Curtis Call’s letter to him:
“ I knew F. W. Hartford, publisher of the Chronicle.
He and E. L. Guptil, lawyer, were chums when I bell-hopped
at the old Kearsarge Hotel and we slept in a double room.
John Yarwood was clerk and Jim Goodwin in South
Berwick was the proprietor.
About the article on “ Goat Island” , I lived on “ Goat
Island” in a house owned by Judge Marvin. It is opposite
the “ Old Can Buoy” in Piscataqua River opposite the Naval
Prison.
My neighbors were Percey Row, John Grahan, this side
of the two New Castle Bridges.
When the Spanish War Prisoners were brought to
Portsmouth on the ocean liner, St. Paul, she steamed right
up to the Naval Prison and dumped them. What a sight
as they had to drag them ashore and when she was unloaded
she turned around and hung her stern on Percey Row’s
back porch on “ Goat Island” on the rocks. See the Chronicle
or Ports. Times as it is quite a story.
Jessie Willson and I ran a dancing school in old Pierce
hall on High Street over C. Hams Restaurant.”
C. D. C.

G REEN S

DRUG

STORE

PORTSMOUTH, N. II.
TELEPHONE 1
Frank M. McMahon, Reg. Piiarm., Prop.

D o n ’t let winter
catch you —
un prep are
Playing

Tag

O ld

Man

isn't

really

fun

--

with

W inter
any

especially

when you re caught!
The W ise Motorist
has his pre - winter
check - up at Fred's
before

winter's

icy

fingers

cause

serious

damage

to his

car!

FRED SUGGESTS:
Cleaning the cooling system now.

OPEN

Checking the battery for efficiency.
24 HOURS

Checking points and plugs for proper starting in cold
weather.

A DAY

In order to enjoy that planned trip to the mountains, be
sure the above items are checked now. When old man winter
suddenly decides to “ turn it on” — make sure your car is.
READY!

7 DAYS
A WEEK

FRED’S

SHELL

SERVICE

CORNER OF ISLINGTON AND BARTLETT STREETS
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

TELEPHONE 2792

HOW
OFTEN
HAVE
YOU
WISHED
th at

you
could
look
like
your
favorite
magazine
model
How often have you wished that you could look
like your favorite model . . . well-groomed, at
tired in a fashion of the finest fabrics . . . always
well dressed? Just wishing, won’t make it so, but

sizes . . . the other exclusively for petites.
They’re Printzess in every fine stitch . . . in
every inch of fine fabric. Sure charmers, they
come riding into Fall on the crest of a fashion

a trip to FRENCH’S will result in the fulfill
ment of that wish when yon try on the lovely
Printzess suits. Here are two Printzess suits
that promise a new thrill with every wearing
» . . one for women who wear misses and half

tidal wave to pep up your wardrobe. You’ll
cheer the performance of a Printzess suit, not
alone for what it does for your appearance and
self confidence, but for the miracles it performs
on your clothing dollars.

RIGHT 6020
Sizes 18i to 22'

$59.95 to $62.00

While at French’s see the Printzess zip-in coats

gewye 13.

(Tc.

The Printzess line is an exclusive at . . .
MARKET STREET
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
“ Portsmouth’s Leading Department Store”

